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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
A relational database is a collection of relations that form a model of some entity 
or situation. Data dependencies, also called semantic or integrity constraints, express 
constraints on the relations that may appear in a relational database and are based 
upon knowledge of the entity or situation that the database models. Such constraints 
add semantic information to the database and are useful both for database design and 
for optimizing the extraction of information from the database. 
A number of data dependencies have been defined and studied since the intro­
duction of the relational model by Codd [8]. Logical implications between sets of 
dependencies have been studied extensively, and many implication problems have 
been found to be unsolvable or intractable [13]. In particular, it has been shown that 
deciding whether a join dependency and a set of functional dependencies imply an 
embedded join dependency is NP-complete [24]. This thesis examines a restricted 
version of this join dependency implication problem and, as its main result, shows 
that the restricted problem can be decided in polynomial time. The restriction is 
reasonable and will occur naturally in practical situations. 
In approaching the join dependency implication problem, we introduce agree­
ment graphs, a new type of graph structure which helps expose the combinatorial 
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structure of the problem and provides insight into its solution. Agreement graphs 
provide an alternative formalism to tableaux and extend the application of graph and 
hypergraph theory in relational database research. (See [1,17,15,3] for examples of 
how graphs have been used by other researchers in relational database theory. A de­
tailed exposition of tableaus can be found in [23].) Agreement graphs appear to offer 
several advantages compared to tableaus. First, the main result of this thesis makes 
use of a,rguments that are naturally viewed in terms of graphs. By using agreement 
graphs, a consistency of approach is achieved that would be lost by the introduction 
of tableau arguments. Second, agreement graphs often allows proofs that are more al­
gebraic, and more readily comprehensible, than the corresponding tableau arguments. 
One aim of this thesis is to test the usefulness and power of this new formalism. We 
believe it has shown its worth and offers opportunities for future research. 
Section 2 of this chapter presents the basic definitions and notations of relational 
database theory. In Section 3, the join dependency implication problem is stated 
formally and its relevance to query optimization is discussed. 
Chapter 2 gives the basic definitions of hypergraph theory needed in the sequel. 
Agreement graphs and agreement mappings are introduced, and several of their im­
portant properties are discussed and proved. It is shown that the restricted join 
dependency implication problem can be decided in polynomial time. A number of 
other results are also given. The main result of this chapter appears also in [21] and 
[22]. 
Chapter 3 extends and generalizes the work presented in Chapter 2. Agreement 
graphs are given a  more abstract  defini t ion,  and are used to define agTeement  graph  
dependencies. Examples are given to show how functional and join dependencies can 
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be expressed as agreement graph dependencies. It is shown that agreement graph 
dependencies are equivalent to Fagin's [12] embedded implicational dependencies. A 
number of interesting properties of agreement graph dependencies are discussed, and 
a decision method is given for determining whether one agreement graph dependency 
implies another. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the work done in this thesis and indicates possible direc­
tions for future research. 
1.2 Relational Database Theory: Basic Definitions and Notation 
Relational databases store data as a collection of relations. Each relation can 
be viewed as a table which contains data about a collection of similar entities. Each 
column in such a table is headed by the name of some individual item of information. 
These columns headings are called attributes. Each row contains a set of values for 
the attributes in the column headings of the table. The values in a row constitute the 
known information about an entity. These concepts are formalized as follows. 
Assume that ZY, T>, and dom are given, where 
1. U is a. finite set whose elements are called attributes^ 
2. P is a collection of nonempty sets called domains, and 
3. dom : ZY —» D and, for A Ç: U, dom (.4) is called the domain of A. 
Any finite nonempty subset of U is called a relation scheme over U. A database 
scheme is a nonempty collection of relation schemes. In relational database the­
ory a relation scheme containing the attributes A\,...,An is usually denoted by 
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A1A2 • • • An rather than by {A^,... ,An}- Also, if X  and Y  are sets of attributes, 
t h e  u n i o n  o f  X  a n d  Y  i s  u s u a l l y  d e n o t e d  b y  X Y .  
In this thesis we use U to denote a "universal" set of attributes and assume that 
U is finite and contains all attributes of interest. Thus, every attribute and relation 
scheme we mention is assumed to be contained in U. For a database scheme 7S, we 
use a (7^) to denote the set of attributes which appear in i.e., a {IV} = VJlZ = 
G ^ set of attributes X, we use X to indicate the complement of X with 
respect to U. Thus, X =U — X. 
A tuple over relation scheme i? is a function t : R ^  ^ jgdom (vl) such that 
for each A ^ R, t{A) 6 dom(^). We sometimes write t{R) to indicate that < is a 
tuple over the relation scheme R. If % Ç /?, we write t [X] to indicate the restriction 
of tuple t to the set of attributes X. A relation over relation scheme il is a finite set 
of tuples over R. 
Information is usually obtained from a database by formulating a query. A query 
defines a new relation in terms of the existing relations in a database. Queries are 
usually expressed in some type of formal 'query language'. Relational algebra is 
a query language which uses relation names along with various unary and binary 
operators to specify new relations. The following operators of relational algebra will 
be used in the sequel. 
1. Select: Let r be a relation over scheme i2, and let F be an assertion which is 
either true or false for a tuple in r. Then 
0 ' p { r )  =  { t e r \  F(i)} . 
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2. Project: Let r be a relation over scheme R, and let X Ç R. Then 
(r) = M € r}. 
3. Natural Join: Let rj and T2 be relations over relation schemes and R2, 
respectively. Then 
|.jNr2 = {f(iliU/22) I M-Rl] G G T^}-
We will also make use of the project-join mapping operator. For a database scheme 
% and a relation r over a set of attributes which includes a (7^), the project-join 
mapping of r with respect to 7^ is 
m-jiir) = Mjg ^ ^ ['7r/2(T')] . 
Note that rn-^ (r) always contains TT^ (r). In particular, if relation r has scheme 
a (72.), then r C m-j^ (r). Also, for any r and 72., (r) = m-j^ ("^72. (/)) • 
As mentioned in Section one, data dependencies express constraints on the rela­
tions that may appear in a database. Of the many kinds of dependencies which have 
been defined, we will restrict our attention in this chapter and the next to only the 
most important, namely, functional and join dependencies. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1 Let r be a relation over U  and let X ^ Y  Ç -  U .  Relation r  
s atisf i e s  the functional dependency (FD) X —* Y lî t [%] = u [X] implies t [F] = u [F] 
for every t,u Ç: r. Relation r satisfies a set T of FDs if it satisfies each FD in T. A 
set T of FDs is embedded in a database scheme 7Z if for every X Y G there is 
some R ÇiTZ such that XY Ç R. • 
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DEFINITION 1.2.2 Suppose r is a relation over a set of attributes R and TZ is 
a database scheme with a {TZ) Ç R. Relation r is said to satisfy the embedded join 
dependency (EJD) ^ [72] if m-^ (r) = TT^ (r) . If a (%) — R, then ^ [R] is called 
a (full) join dependency (JD), and r satisfies ^ [7?.] if rn^ (r) = r. • 
If Sj and S2 are dependencies or sets of dependencies, we write Sj |= E2 to 
mean that Sj logically implies E2, i.e., every relation that satisfies also satisfies 
^2-
For a set of functional dependencies over W and X Ç U, the closure of % with 
respect to JF, denoted by A'"'", is the largest subset of ÎA such that T |= A' —> A"^. 
Also, denotes the set of all functional dependencies implied by i.e., JF+ = 
{% —*Y\T\=X —> y}. Note that if relation r satisfies a set T of FDs, then any 
subset of T also satisfies T. Also, if r satisfies T and i,u E r with t [.Y] = u [A'"], then 
1.3 Dependency Implication Problems 
Data dependencies express constraints on the relations that may appear in a 
database and have implications for database design, query optimization and integrity 
checking. Dependency implication problems have been studied extensively since the 
introduction of functional dependencies by Codd in 1972 |9]. Although many kinds 
of dependencies have been defined, it has been hypothesized that the constraints on 
any real-world database can be characterized by a single join dependency and a set of 
functional dependencies [14]. Therefore, the problem of deciding the implications of 
a collection of join dependencies and functional dependencies has an important and 
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practical significance. 
A set of inference axioms for functional dependencies was given in 1973 [10] and 
shown to be complete in [2]. The following inference rules for FDs are complete as 
well as sound. Let X,V,Z,W Ç U. 
Fl; Reflexivity: 0 ]= X —^ X (I.e., X —> X is always true.) 
F2: Augmentation: X—^Y^XZ—^Y 
F3: Additivity: {X Y,X ^ Z) X ^ YZ 
F4: Projectivity: X YZ \= X Y 
F5: Transitivity: Y,Y Z} 1= X —* Z 
F6: Pseudotransitivity: {X ^ Y,YZ ^ W} \= XZ ^ W 
Sciore [28] has shown that the following axioms are sound for join dependencies. Let 
S and TZ be database schemes over U. 
JO: 0 1= M [X] for any X Ç U. 
Jl: W [«$] 1= ^ [5, y] for any Y Ç a (<S). 
J2: N [5, F, Z ]  1= M  [ S ,  Y Z ]  for any Y,Z ÇU. 
J3: N [5, a (Te)], M [71] 1= M [5, Te]. 
J4: N[5,r^] 1= [Xl[5,F] -dA^a^S). 
The above inference rules for functional and join dependencies will be used implicitly 
in subsequent chapters. 
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The problem of deciding whether a full join dependency ( JD) M [7^] and a set T 
of functional dependencies (FDs) imply an embedded join dependency (EJD) M [5] is 
known to be NP-complete [24|. This thesis examines the complexity of the implication 
problem when T is required to be embedded in TZ. It is shown that under this 
restriction the problem can be decided in polynomial time. 
The problem is of interest because of its implications for query optimization. 
Suppose, for example, that a query involves a relation r which is stored implicitly 
as its projections onto a collection of relation schemes % such that r satisfies the 
join dependency ^ [7^]. (I.e., we have a database satisfying a universal relation 
assumption [14,30].) Answering this query would normally require taking the join of 
all the relations in jvT (r) | R 6 7?.|. If, however, the query uses only the attributes 
appearing in some subset S oîV, and r satisfies the embedded join dependency DK) ^ 
it suffices to take only the join of the relations in ^TT^ (r) | S G «Sj. It would be 
useful in this situation to have an efficient algorithm for determining whether the join 
dependency ^ [Tt\ and T, a set of functional dependencies satisfied by r, imply the 
embedded join dependency W [5]. 
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2 AN ALGORITHM FOR JOIN DEPENDENCY 
IMPLICATION 
2.1 Introduction 
To show that a polynomial time algorithm exists for the restricted join depen­
dency implication problem, we define agreement graphs, an extension of complete 
intersection graphs (CIGs). The agreement graph corresponding to an instance of 
the implication problem helps expose the combinatorial structure of the problem and 
offers a valuable extension of the use of graphs in database theory. {See [1,17,15,3] for 
examples of how graphs have been used by other researchers in relational database 
theory.) It should be noted that we could define agreement graphs using tableaus 
rather than by starting with CIGs. This would allow us to avoid several proofs by 
appealing to known properties of tableaus. We have chosen not to do so for two rea­
sons. First, the main result of this thesis makes use of arguments that are naturally 
viewed in terms of graphs. By not using tableaus we achieve a consistency of approach 
that would be lost by the introduction of tableau arguments. Second, the formalism 
we introduce often allows proofs that are more algebraic, and perhaps more readily 
comprehensible, than the corresponding tableau arguments. It has been our aim to 
test the usefulness and power of this formalism. We believe it has shown its worth 
and offers opportunities for future research. We will informally point out correspon­
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dences between tableaus and the various structures we define. A detailed exposition 
of tableaus can be found in [23). 
In Section 2, we present some basic definitions and consider the case in which the 
set of functional dependencies is empty. Section 3 contains the definitions of agreement 
graph and agreement mapping and gives some of their important properties. A special 
case of the restricted join dependency implication problem is also considered. Section 
4 contains our main result. We assume that the reader is familiar with basic relational 
database theory as presented in, for example, [29,23,28]. 
2.2 Hypergraphs and Join Dependencies 
A hypergraph is a pair where AT is a nonempty finite set whose elements 
are called nodes and ^ is a set of nonempty subsets of such that U£ = J\f. The 
elements of £ are called hyperedges. 1Î Ti = {M,£) is a hypergraph and £' is a subset 
of £, then the hypergraph {ij£',£') is a subhypergraph of "H. A standard reference for 
the theory of hypergraphs is [7]. 
It is immediately apparent that a database scheme can be represented by a hyper­
graph and any hypergraph can be interpreted as representing some database scheme. 
Thus, when we say "hypergraphs" and "hyperedges", the reader may safely think 
of database schemes and relation schemes, and we will use these sets of terms inter­
changeably. We usually represent a hypergraph by its hyperedge set, i.e., "hypergraph 
£" means "hypergraph {J\f,£y\ Also, since our hypergraphs are representations of 
database schemes, we usually refer to the nodes of a hypergraph as attributes. 
The question of whether a join dependency ^ [7^] implies an embedded join de­
pendency ^ [iS], where a (.$) Ç a{TZ) and no functional dependencies are involved, 
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can be answered by examining the structure of the hypergraphs TZ and S. To under­
stand why this is so, we need some definitions. 
For a set of attributes A', we say that the edges and R2 of hypergraph 71 
are X-adjacent if ^ 0. The sequence [R^^...,Rn) of edges of TZ is an 
X-path (in TZ) from to R n  if R ^  and R i  ^  i  are X-adjacent for 1 < i < n — 1. 
The hype r g r a p h  T Z  i s  X - c o n n e c t e d ' i l  f o r  e v e r y  / Z j , i 2 2  G  T Z ,  t h e r e  i s  a n  A ' - p a t h  ( i n  T Z )  
frorp Ri to R2- A subhypergraph ^ of 72. is an X-connected component of TZ\i G is 
X-connected and any G' Ç TZ which is a proper superset of G is not X-connected. If 
X = U, the prefix "X-" can be dropped from the above terms. 
It follows directly from the above definitions that, for X  C I A ,  the collection of 
X-connected components of a hypergraph % is a partition of TZ. When TZ and S 
are hypergraphs, we will sometimes have occasion to refer to the partition of TZ into 
Q (5)-connected components. Note that in this case any hyperedge in TZ(~\S is an 
a («S)-connected component of TZ. 
A hypergraph TZ covers a set of attributes X if X Ç a {TZ). If T Z  covers X and 
there is no edge R Ç: TZ such that X Ç /?, then X is separated in TZ and is called a 
separated set of TZ. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1 Let TZ and S be hypergraphs. We say that S is externally 
connected by TZ if there is a set of attributes X which is separated in S and covered 
by an a (^)-connected component of TZ. • 
Hypergraphs have been used by several researchers to study join dependency im­
plication (and other problems) in relational databases. Various notions of hypergraph 
acyclicity have been introduced, and acyclic database schemes have been found to 
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have a number of desirable properties [11,5]. In particular, Fagin [11] has defined 
7-acyclicity and shown that ^ [7^] |= ^ [<S] for any connected subhypergraph i5 of a 
7-acyclic hypergraph TZ. Unfortunately, database schemes are frequently not acyclic. 
Attribute splitting has been suggested as a method for converting cyclic database 
schemes into acyclic ones [14], but this has the undesirable consequence of creat­
ing two names for the same entity or property. (See [23] for a survey of results on 
acyclicity.) 
In [19], Gyssens and Paradaens present a methodology for decomposing a join 
dependency into an equivalent set of smaller join dependencies. The equivalence 
between a hinge, as defined in [19], and a subhypergraph which is not externally 
connected by the remainder of its parent hypergraph is shown in [25]. Proposition 
2.2.2 (below) gives the condition, stated in terms of external connectivity, under 
which a full join dependency M [%] implies the embedded join dependency M [,$]. 
Equivalent conditions have been given by Gyssens [18] and Vardi [31]. The z/direction 
of the proposition can also be derived directly from the results of [19] using Sciore's 
axioms for join dependencies [27]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.2 Let 7?. and S be hypergraphs with a (<S) Ç a (7?.) = U. Then 
^ \TV\ 1= ^ [iS] if and only if S is not externally connected by IZ. 
Proof: 
(if): Assume that S is not externally connected by 7^, and let K, be the partition 
of IZ into components connected outside S. Suppose r is a relation (over U) which 
satisfies ^ [7^] and t G (r). We need to show that t E (,$) ^ = 
I 5 Ç <S| where ug 6 TT^ (r) for S Ç: S. And for each S £ S there is a tuple 
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Wig E r such that wg[S] = ug. For each ^ E /C, let S g  ^  S  such that a  ( G )  Ha ( S )  Ç 
Sg, and let vg = '^Sg can do this since 5 is not externally connected 
by TZ.) Then for ^ G /C, vg G mg (r), and t joins with vg. 
Suppose Gi,Q2 G /C. By the definition of components connected outside iS, 
a (^l) Ha (^2) G «(«^)- Hence, 
'"Gl [«(^l)ria(^2)] = i [a(^i)na(^2)] =" f" (^l)(^2)] • 
So ^vg I 6» € /C| is joinable with some result w. Since r satisfies M [7^] and {r) = 
^g Ç IC 'n^g (r), w E r. But w [a (5)] = t, so t £ TV^ ^^^ (r). Therefore, (r) Ç 
7 r ^ ( ^ ) ( r - ) .  S i n c e  t h e  r e v e r s e  i n c l u s i o n  i s  a l w a y s  t r u e ,  ( r )  =  ( ^ )  1  & r i d  r  
satisfies ^ [«S]. 
(only if): Assume that S is externally connected by TZ. We will construct a 
relation r over ZY that satisfies M [7?,] but does not satisfy W [5]. This will establish 
that ^ [7^] 1= ^ [iS] implies S is not externally connected by TZ. Since S is 
externally connected, there exist X Ç a (S) and G, a component of IZ connected 
outside iS, such that X is separated in iS and covered by Assume that all attributes 
in U have the same domain T) and that a^,a2,b £ T> with aj ^ 02- Let r be a 
minimal relation over U satisfying: 
1. The relation {^[A'] | < E r} contains all tuples that map AT to {0^,02} except 
the two tuples that map every attribute of X to the same element of , «2}-
2. For any t  E  r  and any attribute B  Ç . U  -  { a  ( G )  -  a  ( S ) )  - A', t { B )  =  b .  And, 
3. If t,t' G r with t ^ t', then for any B ^ a{G) ~ a (S), t{B) ^ t' (B). 
We will show that r  does not satisfy N [5j by showing that (r) — TT^ ^( r )  =  
{^1 ) ^2} ' where t-^ and <2 ^re tuples ov^r q (.S) such that 
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1. ti (-4) = ai for all A E X, 
2. ^2 (•^) = ®2 all j4 e JT, and 
3. <2 ( B )  = <2 ( B )  =  b  for B  E  a  ( S )  —  X .  
Note that and <2 ^^re not in TT^ ^(r). By the definition of r, tuples of 
(r) can differ only in their values for attributes in X. So the only tuples that 
could be in (r) D (5) (r), are and <2- Now for each 5 £ <S, there is some 
ug Çi r such that = aj for each A E 5nX. Also, «5(5] £ TT^ (r) for each 
S  £  S .  Furthermore, [5] | 5 € «Sj is joinable with result Hence, t i  ( r ) .  
Similarly, <2 ^ "^5 (^)-
We next show that r  satisfies M [g], i.e., m g { r )  =  (^) - Suppose t  6 
mg (r). Then t is the join of some set of tuples | R 6 where uj^ G TT^ (r), 
for each R £ G• Suppose that R,R' £ G with R ^ R'. Since G is connected outside 
S, there is an a(5)-path ,..., in G from R to R', i.e., Ri = R, R^ = R' 
and /ijPliïj _j_ jPla (5) ^ 0 for 1 < i < k. Consider and Let B G 
7^2 ^ 722^101 (iS). Then B 6 ot(G) — a («^), and each tuple of r assigns a unique value 
to B. But (B) = ifjgg (B), so ujijj &nd umust be the restrictions of the same 
tuple of r. Call this tuple w. By an easy induction, w for 1 < i < k. 
Therefore, uj^ and Uj^i are restrictions of the same tuple of r. Thus, \ R £ G^ 
m u s t  j o i n  w i t h  r e s u l t  w  [ a  { G ) ]  —  i ,  a n d  t  G  T T ^  ( r ) .  T h e n  m g  ( r )  Ç  T T ^  ^ g ^  ( r ) .  
Since the reverse inclusion is always true, we have mg (r) = TT^ ^g^ (r), and r satisfies 
^ [ G ] .  
We can now show that r  satisfies ^ [7^]. Since r  satisfies M [ G ] ,  we can write 
m - j i  ( r )  =  m g  ( r )  ^  ( r )  =  T T ^  ^ g j  ( r )  _ g ( r ) .  S o  a n y  t  G  ( r )  
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agrees with some tuple of r on a {G). But for every w E r, t(B) = b for B  —  a  ( Q ) .  
Hence, t £ r. Therefore, (r) — TT^ (r) = r, and r satisfies M [%]. • 
In Section 4, we will give another proof of Proposition 2.2.2 by showing that it 
is a special case of our more general results. We can now state as a corollary a result 
which is proved in [6,4] and is mentioned in [14]. 
COROLLARY 2.2.3 Let TZ and S be hypergraphs with Oi(S) = a(7Z). Then 
^ [7Î] 1= ^ [«5] if and only if for each R E TZ there is some S E S such that R Ç S. 
Proof: 
By Proposition 2.2.2, M [%] |= M [5] if and only if IZ does not externally 
connect S. Since a («9) = a (%), TZ does not externally connect S if and only if each 
R Çl TZ does not externally connect «S, and this is true if and only if each R E TZ is 
contained in some S Ç: S. • 
Example 2.2.4 (See Figure 2.1.) Let 
T Z  =  { A B D , B C E , A C F , A F G , B H I , C J , G H , I J }  
and 
S  =  { A B D , B C E , A F C } .  
The subhypergraph S is externally connected by TZ, so by Proposition 2.2.2, ^ [TZ] 
does not imply ^ [«Sj. • 
Approaching join dependency implication problems by examining only the hy-
pergraph structure of database schemes fails to utilize information contained in other 
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Figure 2.1: Hypergraph Used in Examples. 
dependencies that may hold in a database. It has been shown, for example, that 
functional dependencies can cause certain acyclic properties to hold in cyclic database 
schemes [20]. In the next section, we develop the tools that allow us to relate func­
tional and join dependencies using edge labeled graphs. 
2.3 Agreement Graphs and Agreement Mappings 
We now introduce agreement graphs, an extension of complete intersection graphs, 
and show how these can be used to determine the effect of functional dependencies 
when join dependency implication does not follow from hypergraph structure alone. 
Let be a hypergraph (whose nodes are attributes) with a {TV} Ç U. The com­
plete intersection graph (CIG) for TZ with respect to U is an edge-labeled undirected 
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graph 
with edge set £ (%) = {{R,  R ' )  \  R ,R '  E TZ}  and edge labeling function Cq :  £  (72.) —> 
2^ where Cq{R,R') = RHR' U R ^ R' and Cq{R,R') = U \L R ^ R'. In other 
words, a CIG is an undirected graph whose vertices are hyperedges and whose edge set 
consists of all (unordered) pairs of vertices. An edge between two distinct hyperedges 
is labeled with the intersection of those hyperedges, and self-loops are labeled with 
U. Note that the pair {R,R') is taken to be unordered. 
Clearly a database scheme can be represented as either a hypergraph or the 
corresponding CIG. Both contain the same information. As we will see, the effect of 
a set of functional dependencies on the join dependency implication [R,] | UjF |= 
M [,S] can be incorporated by modifying the edge labels of the CIG for S. 
DEFINITION 2.3.1 Let T { S )  —  { S , £ { S )  ,£9) the CIG for the hypergraph S ,  
and let JF be a set of functional dependencies. Define M{S,!F) to be the set of 
edge-labeling functions / : £ (5) 2^ satisfying 
A labeling function that satisfies (P2) is said to be J--closed, and one that satisfies 
(P3) is said to be transitive. 
Let £* £ { S )  2^ be defined by C *  { E )  =  ^  ^  G 
£  ( S ) .  The agreement graph (AG) for S with respect to T is the edge labeled graph 
(PI) F { E ) D C Q { E )  , î o r B \ \ E E £ { S ) ,  
(P2) f { E )  =  (/(£))+ , for all £ e £ (S) , and 
(P3) tor any € S, / (Sj, «3) 0/(Sj, S3) G /(»!,%). 
• 
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Algorithm £*: 
begin 
C* := Cq\ 
repeat 
for (each E E 8 (<S)) do 
C ' ( E )  : =  
for (each 5"^,E 5) do 
C (5i,S3) ;= C* (Si,53) U (£* (Si.Sj) OC» («2, S3)) 
until (>C* is not changed) 
end 
Figure 2.2: Algorithm for Computing the AG Edge Labeling Function. 
It is easy to prove that £* is transitive and .F-closed and that for each E € 
S {S), C* {E) D £q (E), i.e., C* € M Furthermore, C* can be computed in 
polynomial time by the algorithm (which is used in subsequent proofs) in Figure 2.2. 
The agreement graph X* corresponds to the tableau chase^ 
is the extended tableau (i.e., extended to include all attributes in U) for M [>5]. 
The edge-labeling function £* can be interpreted as giving the sets of attributes on 
which pairs of rows in chasej^ (^<s) ^g^ee. 
Example 2.3.2 Consider the hypergraph of Example 2.2.4. Let 
^  {A B,B -> H} ,  
and assume U  = A B C D E F G H I J .  The corresponding CIG is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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GH 
AFG B H I  
ABD 
AF 
^ { A B H ) \ ^ ^ ^ ^  
ACF BCE 
C { C B H )  
CJ 
Figure 2.3: Intersection Graph and Agreement Graph of Examples. 
Edge labels given in parentheses are values of £*. The agreement graph J* (5,.F) 
consists of the three nodes ABD, BCE, ACF, the edges between them, and the edge 
labels given in parentheses. • 
Our study of the relationship between the implication problem [%] | UjF |= 
^ [iS] and the structure of the agreement graph J* (<S, depends on the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3.3 Suppose TZ and S  are hypergraphs with ot{ S )  Ç a ( T Z )  —  lA 
and ^is a set of FDs (overZY). Let J* { S , T )  —  ( S , £  (<S) A mapping f  : T Z  S  
is an agreement mapping (AM) with respect to J- if 
1. RIC\R2 Ç C* {f (Ri), f {R2)) for any i22,i22 G 7^, and 
2. Rr)S Ç £,* [f [R), S) for any fl 6 7^ and any S G 5". 
• 
An agreement mapping f : TZ S (with respect to J^) corresponds to an appli­
cation of the tableau to chasejr (^5) which produces a row with distinguished 
values for all attributes in a (<S). 
LEMMA 2.3.4 Letl* {S,!F) = (S, £ (S), JC*^. Supposer is a relation over U which 
satisfies T, and suppose that |  5 € Ç r such that tj^ and tQ agree on RDQ 
f o r  a n y  R , Q  Ç :  S .  T h e n  f o r  a n y  R , Q  Ç :  S ,  t j ^  a n d  t Q  a g r e e  o n  C *  { R , Q ) .  
Proof: 
Consider Algorithm £*. The labeling function of the algorithm is initialized to 
the value £q (the labeling function of the intersection graph) by the first assignment 
statement. Thereafter, it is changed by the two assignment statements in the repeat 
loop. Let be the value of the labeling function of the algorithm after the i-th 
execution of an assignment statement in the repeat loop. If n is the total number of 
executions of assignment statements within the repeat loop, then jCq,£j,. .. ,£71 is 
the sequence of values taken by the labeling function of the algorithm and Cn = £*• 
We will show by induction that for 0 < i < ra, tg |£^(5', Ç)] — tç |£j(5, Q)] 
for any S,Q £ S. Since £Q(5, S) = H and £Q(5, Q) — for any distinct 
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S,Q E S, tg [£Q (5,Q ) ]  = IQ [£Q (5,Q)] for any S,Q E S. Now assume that for some 
k, 0 < k < n, tg (5,(5)] = iQ (5",Q)j for any S,Q e S. Let S,Q e S. There 
are two cases to consider. 
Case (1): ^ is obtained from Cj^ by an execution of the first assignment 
statement that appears in the repeat loop of the algorithm. In this case, ^ j {E) = 
( ^ ) ) ^  f o r  s o m e  E  e  £  ( 5 ) ,  a n d  ^  i  { E ' )  =  { E ' )  f o r  a n y  E '  e  £  ( < 5 )  -  { E } .  
By the induction hypothesis, tg and IQ agree on {S,Q). If {S,Q) ^ E, then 
Ck 1 {S,Q) = Cjg{S,Q). If (5,(5) = E, then since r satisfies T, tg and IQ agree 
on (E)^^. Therefore, tg and tQ agree on £j^ ^ j (5,(5). 
Case (2): -f 1 obtained from Cj^ by an execution of the second assignment 
statement that appears in the repeat loop of the algorithm. In this case, there are 
5], 52,5g 6 5 such that 
'^k + 1 («1.«2) = (Si,Sa)U (Si.S3)(S2,S3)) , 
and for a.ny E e £ (5) - {(5^, 52)}, £jb ^ j (E) = £^ { E ) .  
By the induction hypothesis, tg and tQ agree on £j^ { S , Q ) .  If (5,(5) ^ (5i, 52), 
then £^ J (5,(5) — £j^ (5, (5). Otherwise, we may assume without loss of generality 
that 5 — 5% and Q — S2. Hence, 
£*; + 1 (s. « = £4 (s, Q )  U ( S ,  S3) n£j, ( Q ,  S3)) . 
By the induction hypothesis, tg^ agrees with tg on £j^ (5,5g) and with tQ on 
£^((5,53), and therefore it agrees with both tg and tQ on £j^ (5, 5g) n£^ (Q, 53). 
Hence, tg and tQ agree on £jj, (5,5g) A£^ (Q, 53), and it follows that they agree on 
^6 + 1 (5,0). • 
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Lemma 2.3.4 describes an important property of agreement graphs. It shows 
that an agreement graph can be thought of as a template. The template is applied 
to a relation r by mapping each node in the agreement graph to a tuple of r in 
such a way that the tuples corresponding to a pair of nodes agree on the intersection 
of the schemes the nodes represent. If the relation r satisfies JF, then for any such 
application, the tuples corresponding to a pair of nodes agree on the C* label between 
the nodes. We can now prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.3.5 Let TZ and S be database schemes with a (S) Ç q (7S) = U ,  
let J- he a set of FDs, and let I* («S, S {S), £* j. If there exists an agreement 
mapping f :'R S with respect to T, then [TZ] | UjF |= M [5]. 
Proof: 
Suppose that / : 71. —> 5 is an agreement mapping with respect to T and that r is 
a relation on U satisfying both W [7^] and T. We will show that r also satisfies W [,S], 
i . e . ,  r a ^  ( r )  =  T T ^  ^ ^ ^  ( r ) .  S i n c e  i t  i s  a l w a y s  t h e  c a s e  t h a t  m ^  ( r )  D  T T ^  ^ ( r )  ,  i t  
suffices to show that the reverse inclusion is true. Let t E (r). We will construct 
a set of tuples | R G 7?.| such that 
1. for each R E TZ, vj^ € TTjE^ (r), 
2. I R E 7^1 is joinable with some result w, 
3. w [a (5)] = t. 
Note that since r satisfies N [7^], w E r and hence t E TT^ ^(r). 
Now for each S E S, let tg E TTg {r) such that t  = M | 5" 6 .Sj, and let 
ug E r such that = t^. For each R E TZ, define Since 
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I 5 G «S| is joinable, = IQ [^PIQ] = uç [^HÇ] for any 
S,Q E S. By Lemma 2.3.4, U(g |£* (5, Ç)| = UQ |£* {S, Q)] for any S,Q E S. Now if 
Ri,R2 € %, then, since / is an agreement mapping, R1DR2 Ç C* (/(iî|),/ (^2))) 
and so 
[^l'^^2] = ^ f { R ^ )  (/ZinA2] = VR2 [^1(1^21. 
Hence, | R  G is joinable with some result w E r. Let .4 G a ( S ) .  Then 
there is some 5^ G S with A G 5^, and since a{S) Ç a{TZ), A G Rj^ for some 
Ra ^ Since / is an agreement mapping, A G Ç £* (-R 4) ,<5^)- Also, 
"/ 1^* U '^^)l = "S^ [^* {f (^.4) .S,()] • Hence, 
"Ra = "/ (fl^ ) = "SA • 
It follows that w  [a (5)] = t .  Therefore, t  G TT^ ^(r), and ( r )  Ç 71'^ ^ (r) . • 
The converse of Proposition 2.3.5 is not true in general, but it is true (see 
Proposition 2.3.7 below) when the set of functional dependencies T is embedded 
in 7^. The following example shows that when J- is unrestricted the implication 
[72.] j U.F 1= ^ [«S] can be true in the absence of an agreement mapping. 
Example 2.3.6 Let S = {5"^, ^2; '^3} , ^ 2, Ag} with 5^ = AB, 
S 2  =  B C ,  53 =  C D ,  R ^  =  A E ,  R 2  =  E F  and R ^  =  D F .  Also, let J -  = 
{B —^ f, C —» E,BC —* yl}, and assume U = ABC DBF. Let X* be the agreement 
graph for S with respect to T. The complete intersection graph for 7?. and the agree­
ment graph I* are shown in Figure 2.4. Edge labels for T* are given in parentheses. 
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AE EF FD 
BC CD 
Figure 2.4; Example of Dependency Implication without an Agreement Mapping. 
It is not difficult to see that no agreement mapping exists from 7^ to »S with respect 
to T. The techniques presented in the next chapter (or tableau arguments) can be 
used to show that [7^] | |=: M [5] holds. • 
PROPOSITION 2.3.7 Let TZ and S be database schemes with a (S) Ç a  ( 7 Z )  =  l A ,  
l e t  T  h e  a  s e t  o f  F D s ,  a n d  l e t  1 *  { S ,  T )  ^  ( S , E { S ) , C * ) .  / / { N  [ 7 e ] }  | =  M  [ 5 ]  
and T is embedded in TZ, then there exists an agreement mapping f : TZ S with 
respect to T. 
Proof: 
Assume that [7^] | U.F |= ^ [<S] and T is embedded in 7^. We will define a. 
relation which satisfies both ^ [7^] and T (and therefore W [5]) and use this relation 
to define an agreement mapping from 7^ to with respect to J-. 
For S  E  S ,  let A ( S )  =  5U Ç ^ _ 15|'^* { ^ 1  A)^ . For convenience, assume 
that all attributes in U have the same domain, and let a be some element of that 
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domain. Let r = | 5 G «S| be a set of tuples over U defined as follows. For each 
S E S, <5 (-4) = a for j4 6 A (5), and for each B E U — A (5), tg{B) is a unique 
value that appears in no other tuple of r. It follows that for any 5, Ç G «S and any 
A  E U ,  t g  ( ^ )  =  I Q  ( A )  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  A  E  C *  { S ,  Q ) .  
Suppose X  Y  E  J -  and t g  [X] — I Q [X] for some S , Q  G  S .  By the definition 
of r, <5[£*(5,Q)] = ^^[£*(5,(5)] and X Ç C* {S,Q). Since £* is JT-dosed, 
Y Ç. C* {S,Q) and tg [F] = Iq [y]. Therefore, r satisfies J-. 
It is not necessarily the case that r also satisfies the join dependency ^ [T^j.  
However, the project join mapping of r, (r) = ^ (r), does satisfy 
^ [72.] (see [23, page 147]). We will show that (r) also satisfies T. Suppose that 
% —> y G .F. Since T is embedded in there exists R £ 7Z with XY Ç R. Assume 
that t,s £ m'j^{r) such that < [%] = a [%]. Then there must be tuples u^v E r with 
u [i2] = t [/2] and v [/2] = s [i2]. But then u [JV] = v [-Y], and since r satisfies X Y, 
u[y] = %) [y]. Hence, < [y] = a [y], and (r) satisfies T. By hypothesis, since 
TTi'j^ (r) satisfies ^ [TZ] and (r) also satisfies M [5]. 
Let S  E  S .  By the definition of r, t g ( A )  = a for all A  E  S .  Also, <G 
TT^ (r) Ç TTg (r)j, since r Ç (r). It follows that ^ [5] | 5 G <S| is joinable 
with result w G (r)j with w (A) = a for all A E a (S). Since (r) satisfies 
M [^], there is a tuple v G (r) such that v [a (5)] = w. Also, for each R E TZ, 
there is a tuple vj^ G (r) such that v = M | R G 
Define f : TZ S as follows. For R E TZ, pick some S E S such that <5 [i2] = 
and let f (R) = S. Then for all R E TZ, fy [JÎ] = We need to show that / 
satisfies the two conditions in the definition of agreement mapping. Suppose R^, R2 G 
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IZ. Since | R E 7^} is joinable, we have 
V (i^i) t^l*^^2] = [^1 ni22] = vji^ [/Eln/?2] = (^2) t^l '^^21 • 
Hence, by the definition of r, Rir\R2 Ç £* {f (R^), f {R2)) • Now suppose that 
R E TZ and 5 G «S. Then 
^  f  ( R )  ~ '"R — V [i?n5] = w [/iPi^] = <5 [iEns"], 
and, again by the definition of r, RCIS Ç C* {f {R) , S). Therefore, / is an agreement 
mapping. • 
Example 2.3.8 Consider the agreement graph of Example 2.3.2. (See Figure 2.3.) 
We can define an agreement mapping from 7^ to 5 by mapping the elements of S 
to themselves, AFG and G H to AC F, and BHI, CJ and IJ to BCE, Therefore 
I 
[7^] I U.F 1= ^ [5] holds. Note that many other sets of functional dependencies 
will cause the join dependency implication to be true. • 
The following Lemma tells us that an agreement mapping from TZ io S can be 
assumed to map every element of S to itself. This will be useful in a subsequent 
section. 
LEMMA 2.3.9 Suppose TZ and S are hypergraphs with a{S) Ç a ( T Z )  =  l A  a n d  T  
is a set of FDs ( over U ). Let X* (i5, J-) = {S^ £ (S), . Assume that f : 7Z S is 
an agreement mapping with respect to T. Define the mapping g : TZ S by letting 
9 (R) = / (-R) for R Ç: TZ — S and g [S) = S for S Ç: S. Then g is also an agreement 
mapping with respect to J-. 
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Proof: If i2, i2' G 7^ — S ,  then 
fifli? C C * U { R ) , f  ( R ) )  =  C *  { g  ( R )  , g ( , R ) ) .  
If A, R '  e  S ,  then 
RHR' ç C* {R, R') = £* [g [R) ,g{R')). 
Finally, U R E TZ — S and S £ S, then 
jjns c r (/ (fl), / (s)) = c* (» (fl), / (s)). 
But 
R H S  C S  =  s n s  ç  c* (/ (5) ,S) = C* if (5) , 9 { S ) ) .  
By transitivity, iiflS Ç C *  { g  ( R )  , g  ( S ) ) .  It follows that g  is an agreement mapping. 
• 
2.4 The Implication Problem with FDs Embedded in Both Hypergraphs 
If the set of functional dependencies T is embedded in TZ and also embedded 
in 5, the implication problem |M[7^]jU.F (= ^ [<S] reduces to the problem of 
determining whether a particular hypergraph derived from S is externally connected 
by %. We will prove this and show that Proposition 2.2.2, proved directly Section 2, 
follows as a special case. 
First we give two lemmas about the labeling functions of agreement graphs. 
Let TZ and S be database schemes with «(«S) Ç a(TZ) Q U^ T a. set of functional 
dependencies over and J* (<S, = {S,£{S) the agreement graph for S with 
respect to T. Let 5"'" denote the hypergraph consisting of the closures, with respect to 
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f, of the hyperedges of S, i.e., 5"^" = |5*^ | S G 5|. Note that when is embedded 
in S, a («5^) = a («^). Also, let be the edge-labeling function : £ (5) —> 2^ 
defined by (5j,52) = for distinct 5^, 52 6 >S and {S, S) —lA for any 
5 G 5. 
LEMMA 2.4.1 For any S,QeS, £*(5,(?) Ç £+(5,(5). 
Proof: 
By the definition of £* it suffices to show that £+ G M  ( S , J F ) .  Now for any 
5i,52 g s, £+ (5%,52) = 5^ri5^ D 51052. Hence, £+ satisfies condition (Pi) 
in the definition of Af It remains to show that £+ is transitive and .F-closed. 
Let 5}, 52,5g G S. Then if 5^, 52, 5g are distinct, 
£+(5i,s2)n£+(S2,s3) = ) n (s^ns^) 
Ç SI+NS^=£+(5I,S3). 
Similar arguments hold if 5i, 52, 5g are not distinct. Hence, £+ is transitive. Finally, 
for any 5, Q G 5, ^£+ (5,(5)) = ^5+0(5+) = 5+nQ+, so £+ is .F-closed. • 
LEMMA 2.4.2 Suppose that J- is embedded in S. Then for any 5, Q G 5, 
£*(5,Q) = £+(5,0). 
Proof: 
By Lemma 2.4.1, £* (5, Q )  Ç £+ (5, Q ) ,  for any 5, Q G 5. We need to show that 
the reverse is also true. Consider 5+ for any 5 G 5. Let —> Fj,..,, Xj^ —> be 
a sequence of functional dependencies in T that can be applied to 5 to produce 5+. 
I.e., 
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1 .  X i Ç S ,  
2. -Yj _{_ 2 G 5U < j < 2^) , for 1 < i < k , and 
3. S+ = 5U (Ui < i < . 
Since JF is embedded in S, for each î, 1 < i < A , there is some G S such that 
Ç S^. We will show that (*): for 1 < z < FE, Ç £* ^5, 
Since X i  Ç  S  and XJ Ç X i  Ç ^FLSI Ç £*(5,SI). But C * { S , S - ^ )  is 
^-closed, so X-^Yi Ç £*(5,5i). Now consider X2 —> Yg. Let Xg = ^2^^ and 
= A2NYI, so that A2 = A^UA^. NOW A^ Ç S and A^ C ^2- So, A^ Ç 
5052 ^ (5,52). Also, A^ Ç X2 Ç S2 and A^ C Fj Ç 5%, so A^ Ç 51(152 Ç 
£*(5i,52). Furthermore, A^ Ç C £*(5,52). Thus, by the transitivity of £*, 
A^ Ç £*(5,52). Then %2 ^ £*(^,^2), so A2i^ Ç £*(5,52). Extension of this 
type of reasoning to an induction argument gives the required proof of (*). 
Now let 5, Q E 5, and suppose A  6 £"*" (5, Q). We will show that A  6 £* { S , Q ) .  
There are three cases. 
Case(l): A G S and v4 E Q. In this case, A E 5AQ Ç £* {S,Q). 
Case(2): A is in neither 5 nor Q. Let A^ —> ,..., A"^ —» be a sequence of 
functional dependencies in T that can be applied to 5 to produce 5^". Then there 
is some m, 1 < m < k, such that A E Ym- Let R E S such that XmYrn Ç R- By 
(•), XmYrn Q £*(5,/?). So ^ E C*{S,R) and A E R. Similarly, there is some 
R' e S such that Aec* {Q,R') and A E R'. Then A E RHR' Ç £* {R,R'). By the 
transitivity of £*, A E £* (5,Q). 
Ca3e(3): A E Q but A ^ S. The argument here is similar to that in Case(2). • 
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If T is not embedded in «$, it is not necessarily true that £* and are the 
same. To see that this is so, consider the following example. 
Example 2.4.3 Let T Z  = { R i ,  R 2 ,  S ^ ,  S 2 }  and 5 = {5%, 5'2} with = ABC, Sg =  
CDE, — BF and R2 =• DF. Also, let T = {B F, D —* F}, and assume that 
U = ABCDEF. Let 2* {S,J^) = ^5,f (<S), £*). It is easy to see that £*(5^,52) = 
C. But 
£ +  ( 5 I , 5 2 )  =  S + n S ^  =  A B C F H C D E F  =  C F .  
a 
The next lemma shows the relationship between agreement mappings and hyper-
graph structure when T is embedded in S. 
LEJVIIVIA 2.4.4 Suppose J- is embedded in S. If f : TZ S is an agreement mapping 
with respect to T and Q is an a (S)-connected component of TZ, then there is some 
hyperedge Sg £ S such that f {G) = Sg for all G E Q. 
Proof: 
Note that since J -  is embedded in <S, £* ( S ,  S ' )  Ç a (S) for any distinct S ,  S '  £  S .  
Let G,G' E Q. Since Q is a (iS)-connected, there is an a (»S)-path in 
Q from G to G'. Let Sg = f (G^). Now GjOG2ria(5) ^ 0, so there is some 
a t t r i b u t e  A  G  G i C \ G 2  s u c h  t h a t  A  0  O L { S ) .  H e n c e ,  f o r  a n y  S  E  S  w i t h  S  ^  S g ,  
A ^ C* {^Sg,S^. Then it must be that f {G2) — f {Gi) — Sg. Extension of this 
argument to an induction shows that / = f (Gi), 1 < i < k. Therefore, 
/((?) = /((?'). O 
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PROPOSITION 2.4.5 Let TZ and S be database schemes with OL{ S )  Ç a { T Z )  =  U ,  
and let 3- he a set of FDs overU. Suppose T ia embedded both in TZ and in S. Then 
[7^] I 1= ^ [cS] if and only if S'^ is not externally connected by TZ. 
Proof: 
(only if): Suppose «S"'" is externally connected by TZ. Then there is some 
X Ç a{S) { = a («5"'')) and Q, an a («S)-connected component of TZ, such that A' 
is separated in S'^ and Q covers X. Assume / : 72. —> <S is an agreement mapping 
with respect to J-. By Lemma 2.4.4, there is some hyperedge Sg 6 S such that 
/(G) = SQ for all G E G- Since X is separated in «S"'", there is an attribute A 6 % 
s u c h  t h a t  A  0  S g ,  a n d  s i n c e  G  c o v e r s  X ,  A  £  G  f o r  s o m e  G  E  G -  A l s o ,  s i n c e  T  
is embedded in <S, ^ € a («S), so there is a hyperedge S Ç: S with ^ G 5. Then 
S ^ Sg, and A E GHS. Now f (G) = Sg, so A E C*{f{G),S) = C* {Sg,S). But 
by Lemma 2.4.2, C* (^Sg,S^ = {Sg,S^, so ^ G Sg. Contradiction. Therefore, 
no agreement mapping exists, and by Proposition 2.3.7, the EJD implication does not 
hold. 
(if): Suppose <S"^ is not externally connected by TZ. Then for each a{S)-
connected component G of TZ, let Sg be a hyperedge of S such that S^ contains 
Q ; ( ^ ) n a ( 5 ) .  D e f i n e  a  m a p p i n g  f  :  T Z  S  a . s  f o l l o w s .  F o r  R  E  T Z ,  l e t  f  { R )  =  S g ,  
where G is the a (<S)-connected component of TZ such that R E G- We will show that 
/ is an agreement mapping. 
Suppose RI,R2 E TZ. Let Gi and G2 be the a(<5)-connected components of TZ 
s u c h  t h a t  R i  E  G \  a n d  R 2  E  G ^ -  I f  G l  =  ^ 2 '  t h e n  / ( i Z j )  =  / ( ^ 2 ) -  S o  i î j n i 2 2  ^  
C* {f {Ri), f {R2)). Suppose ^ ^2- Now RiC]R2 Ç a (^2) Ha (J) Ç Sg^, and 
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Al 0^2 S a(Ê?2)na(5) Ç . Hence, 
flin«2 ç £+ = £+ (/(Bl)./(fi2))-
By Lemma 2.4.2, C *  ( f ( R i ) J ( R 2 ) )  = £+ (/(«l) ./(«2)). =« 
{ / ( K i ) , / ( f l 2 ) ) .  
Next, suppose R Ç: TZ and S G S. Let Q be the a («S)-connected component of TZ 
w h i c h  c o n t a i n s  R .  T h e n  Ç  5 ^ 0 5 +  =  £ +  ( % ' ' ^ ) -  B u t  C * { f { R ) , S )  =  
C ^ { f { R ) , S )  by Lemma 2.4.2. Thus, R H S  C  £+(/(i2),S). Therefore, / is an 
agreement mapping with respect to T, and by Proposition 2.3.5, |^[7^]|UjF |= 
M  [ S ] .  •  
We can now restate the proposition given in Section 2 as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4.6 (Restatement of Proposition 2.2.2) Let TZ and S be hyper-
graphs with Oi{S) Ç a (72.) = Li. Then ^[7^] |= ^ [<5] if and only if S ia not 
externally connected by TZ. 
Proof: 
If T is the empty set of FDs, then T is embedded in both TZ and S. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.4.5, j |= ^ [<S] if and only if <5"'" is not externally connected 
by TZ. But since T is empty, .S"'" — S. • 
Since computing closures and determining whether one hypergraph is externally 
connected by another can both be done in polynomial time, the JD implication prob­
lem is decidable in polynomial time if T is empty or embedded in both TZ and S. 
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Figure 2,5: Hypergraph for Counterexample. 
If the set of FDs T is embedded in S but not in 7^, the implication [1Z\ j 
M [5] may be true even though 5"^ is externally connected by "R. To see that this is 
so, consider the following counterexample. 
Example 2.4.7 Let "K. = •  { ,  R21 -^3} with R-^ = ACD, R2 — CEF and = B G , 
a n d  l e t  S  =  { ^ 1 , ^ 2 } ,  w i t h  S i  =  A B C  a n d  S 2  =  B C D E .  A l s o ,  l e t  J "  =  { B E  - >  D } ,  
and assume that 14 = ABCDEFG. The combined hypergraph for TZ and S is shown 
in Figure 2.5. Since R^ contains the separated set AC of S, S is externally connected 
by TZ. But <S^" = S, so iS"'" is externally connected by TZ. Using techniques given in 
the next chapter (or tableau arguments), it can be shown that [7?,] | UjF 1= ^ [iS] 
holds. • 
In the next section we show how agreement graphs and agreement mappings can 
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be applied in the more general case in which J- is only required to be embedded in 
n. 
2.5 The Implication Problem with FDs Embedded in the Full 
Hypergraph 
In this section, we assume that T Z  and S  are hypergraphs with a  ( S )  Ç  a  { T Z )  —  U  
and that ZF is a set of FDs overU. By Propositions 2.3.5 and 2.3.7, if T is embedded 
in %, the implication |M[7?.]|UjF |= ^[5] holds if and only if there exists an 
agreement mapping from TZio S with respect to T. We now show that the existence of 
an agreement mapping with respect to a set of FDs embedded in 7^ can be determined 
in polynomial time. To do so, we need to examine the structure of agreement graphs 
in more detail. We begin with another definition. Let J*(<S,.F) = (iS), be 
the agreement graph for 5 with respect to T-, and let X Ç U. 
DEFINITION 2.5.1 An X-clique of the agreement graph X* is any Q Q S 
such that 
1. X  Ç  C *  (01,02) a,ny Q i , Q 2  6 Q ,  and 
2. X —  C *  { R , Q )  ^  ^  for any R  e  S  -  Q  and Q G Q. 
An X-clique is trivial if it contains only one hyperedge and that hyperedge does not 
contain X, and it is nontrivial otherwise. • 
Example 2.5.2 In the agreement graph of Example 2.3.8, { A B D }  is a trivial C -
clique, a trivial (j-clique, and a nontrivial D-clique. Also, {ACBCE} is a nontrivial 
CBH-clique, and <S is a nontrivial B/f-clique. • 
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For any X  C l i  and S  Ç :  S ,  let 
C y( S )  =  { Q 6 S U £ £ * ( Q , S ) } .  
It follows directly from the transitivity of the labeling function £* that (S) is 
the unique clique of J* {S,J^) containing S and that S' 6 (S) if and only if 
X  Ç  C * { S , S ' ) .  N o t e  t h a t  s i n c e  X  Ç U  =  £ * ( S , 5 ) ,  S  G  C \ r  { S ) .  T h u s ,  C x { S )  
is the unique X-clique of I* containing S. The following lemma gives several 
useful facts about X-cliques. These facts are used, sometimes implicitly, in subsequent 
arguments. 
LEMMA 2.5.3 Let X,Y C U and S,S' G S. Then: 
1 .  I f  X  Ç  Y ,  t h e n  ( S )  Ç C \  ( S ) .  
2. If X = 0, then CJ^(S) = S. 
J. = 
4 .  S '  e  ( S )  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  C \  (5') = C\ (5). 
5 .  I f X ^ Y e J ^ + ,  t h e n  C \  ( S )  Ç  (5). 
6 .  C \  { S )  nC*. (5) - C * r y  (5). 
7. Cl^(g)Uc;r(g)ÇCl^^y(S). 
8. For any X Ç.U and S Ç: S, if (S) is nontrivial, then X Ç 5"^. 
9. Suppose R, R' Ç: TZ, S (z S and f : TZ —* S is an agreement mapping with respect 
to T. If X Ç Rf\R\ then C*^ {f (R)) = C\ (/(«'))• if X Ç RHS, then 
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Proof: 
(1): Suppose S' e {S). Then Y  Ç  C *  (5,5'), and X  Ç C *  (5,5'). Therefore, 
5' € C*x (S). 
(2): For any 5' 6 5, 0 Ç £* (5,5'), and hence, 5' G C7| (5). 
(3): If X = 0, then C^ (5) = 5 = ^ (5). Otherwise, for any A E A', 
Ç X and by Part (1), C*. (5) Ç (5). Hence, (5) Ç Pl^ ^ (^). 
Also, if 5' E G x ^ A  ('^)' THEN ^ G (5,5') for each A  G X. SQ, X Ç £* (5, 5'), 
and 5' 6 (5). Therefore, (5) 3(1^^ X^A (S)-
If 5' € (5), then X Ç £* (5,5'). For any e (5), X Ç £* (5, A), 
a n d  by the transitivity of £*, X Ç £*(5',/?). Hence, (7^(5) Ç {S'). By a 
symmetric argument, (5) D (5'). 
fj;.- Suppose 5' € C^(5). Then X Ç £*(5,5'). Since £* is JF-closed, Y Ç 
C* (5, 5'). Hence, 5' G (5). 
If 5' G Cj-(5)nCj.(5), then XY Ç i*(5,5'). So, C^(5)nC{>(5) Ç 
(5). On the other hand, if 5' G (5), then XF Ç £*(5,5'), so 5' G 
C*^ (5) ncj (5) and (5) flC* (5) 3 C^y (5). 
^7;.- By Part(l), since XHY is a subset of both X and F, Ct (5) Ç y (5) 
and (5) Ç n y (5). Hence, (5) UC* (5) Ç C^ y (5). 
(8): Suppose (5) is nontrivial. If C ^  (5) has only one element, then (5) = 
{5} and X Ç 5 Ç 5"^. If (5) has more than one element, then there ex­
ists some 5' G (5) with 5 ^ 5'. Now X Ç £*(5,5') and by Lemma 2.4.1 
£*(5,5') ç 5+n(5')+. So, X ç 5+. 
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(9): By the definition of agreement mapping, RDR' Q £* (/ (R) ,f{R')). Hence 
X Ç C*{fiR),f{R')), and f{R') e C*^ifiR)). By Part(4), 
Similarly, RDS Ç C*{f{R),S) by the definition of agreement mapping. So, X  Ç 
C* if {R), S), and {f {R)) = C*. (5). • 
Although checking whether a given mapping of 7^ to 5 is an agreement mapping 
is easy, polynomial time is not sufficient to check all possible mappings of % to 6' 
to determine whether an agreement mapping exists. Lemma 2.5.4 provides a way to 
restrict the mappings that must be considered, and this is the key to a polynomial 
time algorithm. 
LEMMA 2.5.4 Assume that T is embedded in TZ, and f : TZ S is an agreement 
mapping with respect to T. Suppose that S Ç. S, R E Ti and B E Then 
Proof: 
I f  B  e  S ,  then B  6 C * i f i R ) , S )  and f  ( R )  €  C ^ { S ) .  Suppose B  S .  Then, 
since B 6 5"^, there is a sequence of functional dependencies —> Fj | 1 < î < wj 
in T such that 
1. X i  Ç S ,  
2. A'j _|_ 1 Ç 5^2 ... y^-, 1 < i < n — 1, and 
3. -B G 
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Let ... ,Rn E TZ such that Ç jR^, 1 < i < ». Such hyperedges exist since J-
is embedded in 1Z. Now, S E (5), and by Lemma 2.5.3 Parts (3), (9) and (5), 
Hence, S € Cy^ (/(iij)). Assume that S G Cy^ (/ (-Rjfc)) for 1 < A: < i. Then, 
- ^*S^Xi _ 1 nXi (/ 
=  < ^ 5 n  X i  { f  W )  n X i  ( f  i ^ i ) )  ^ ^ Y i  _  1  n ( ^ ) )  
The inclusion in the second line follows from Lemma 2.5.3 Part (3). The first 
equality follows from Part (9), and the second equality follows from Part (6) since 
A'j Ç 5yj ...y^•_ |. The final inclusion follows from Part (5). By induction, S G 
C^^{f{Rn))^ Also, since B G Fn, {Rn)) Ç Cj (/(/?«))• Therefore, 5 G 
C % U { R n ) ) ,  and since B  G R f ^ R n ,  we have C * ^ { f ( R ) )  =  C * ^ { f { R n ) )  = (5). 
• 
The preceding lemma shows that existence of an agreement mapping is closely re­
lated to the clique structure of 2* In what follows we develop this relationship 
further. 
We call the agreement graph I* coherent if it has no more than one non-
trivial A-clique for each attribute A .  Also, let a *  ( S )  denote the set of attributes that 
appear in edge labels between distinct nodes in J* Le., 
a* (5) = U{£*(5,5') I 5,5'G 5,5 ^  5'}. 
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LEMMA 2.5.5 Suppose T is embedded in TZ and that f : TZ S is an agreement 
mapping with respect to T. Then 
1. If B E R and CQ ( S )  i s  n o n t r i v i a l ,  t h e n  f  ( R )  £ (5). 
2 .  I f  R i ,  R 2  €  T Z  a n d  (I2JNII2) — A* (<S) ^ 0, then f {Ri) = f (^2)-
3. is coherent. 
Proof; 
(1): By Lemma 2.5.3 Part (8), B € S'^. By Lemma 2.5.4, /(H) G (5). 
(2): Suppose f {Ri) = 5^ and f  { R 2 )  = <^2" Assume Sj / 52, and let B  6 
A H 2  —  a *  ( « S ) .  T h e n  B  G  £ * ( 5 2 , 5 2 ) .  B u t  t h i s  c a n n o t  b e  s i n c e  B  ^  a *  { S ) .  
Hence, 5% = 52-
(3): Suppose (5^) and (52) are nontrivial. By Lemma 2.5.3 Part (8), 
B G 5^ and B G 5^. Let R G % such that B E R. By Lemma 2.5.4, f (R) G (5^) 
and f{R) G (82). Hence, (5i) = {S2). • 
If the agreement graph J* (5,.F) contains only one nontrivial .4-cIique for some 
G a {TZ), this A-clique is called the major A-clique of I* (5, f ) and is denoted by 
C^. Note that if A G a (5) Ua* (5), then I* {S,J^) contains at least one nontrivial 
A-clique. Hence, if I* (5,f ) is coherent it contains a major A-clique for each A G 
a(5)Ua*(5).  
If is embedded in TZ, then by Lemma 2.5.5 (Part 2) two schemes of TZ containing 
a common attribute which does not appear in any edge label between distinct nodes 
of J* (5, J^) must have the same image under any agreement mapping with respect 
to JF. It follows that any agreement mapping must map all the hyperedges in an 
a* (5)-connected component of TZ to the same hyperedge of S. This fact is used 
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in the next proposition. For each a* (.S)-connected component Q  o f  T Z  let / 3 ( G )  = 
a { g ) n [ a { S ) U a * { S ) ) .  
PROPOSITION 2.5.6 Assume that T is embedded in TZ. Then there exists an 
agreement mapping from TZ to S with respect to T if and only if J* {S,!F) is coherent 
and for each a* (S)-connected component Q of TZ, Pljj ^ /3 {G)^B ^ 
Proof: 
(only if): Suppose / : 7^ —> <S is an agreement mapping with respect to By 
Lemma 2.5.5 (Part 3), Z* ) is coherent. Let Q be an a* (<S)-connected component 
of TZ. If l3{Q) = 0, then Ç / ®- Otherwise, let B E /3{G)- Since 
G is a* (.S)-connected, / maps all the hyperedges of G into the same hyperedge of 
S, say 5Q. Since B E oc{G), there exists some R E G such that B Ç: R. And, 
since B G a(<S)Ua*(5) and is coherent, X*{S,!F) contains a major B-
clique. Then by Lemma 2.5.5 (Part 1), f  { R )  € So, S Q =  f  ( R )  E C^. Thus, 
% ^ e ^ { G ) ^ B -
( i f ) :  Assume that I *  is coherent and that for each a *  (»S)-connected com­
ponent ^ of 7^ g ^ { G ) ^ B  ^ that the coherence of J* { S , J ^ )  implies the 
existence of a major 5-clique for each B  E / 3 ( G ) - )  Define a mapping f  :  T Z  — *  S  a s  
f o l l o w s .  F o r  e a c h  a *  ( < S ) - c o n n e c t e d  c o m p o n e n t  G  o f  T Z ,  p i c k  s o m e  ^  E  ^  ^  ( G ) ^ B  
to be the image, under /, of all the hyperedges in G- We need to show that / is an 
agreement mapping with respect to T. 
Suppose E TZ. Let G\ and G^ be the a* ((^)-connected components of TZ 
containing Ri and R2, respectively. If G\ — Gi or if = 0, then Ç 
C " "  ( ! ( R i ) , f ( R 2 ) ) .  Otherwise, 0 ^ R^Ç\R2 Ç a* (S). If B E then B  E 
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/3 (^i) (Gg), and both /(iZj) and f  { R 2 )  are in C^. So, B e £* (/(i^i),  /  (^2))-
Hence, Ç C* (f (Ri), f {R2))- Next, suppose that R ^ TZ and S E S. If 
/2n5 = 0, then ADS' Ç C * { f ( R ) , S ) .  Otherwise, let B  6 iîflS. Since B  E  S ,  
( 5 " )  i s  n o n t r i v i a l ,  a n d  s i n c e  J *  { S , J ^ )  i s  c o h e r e n t ,  ( 5 )  =  C ^ .  A l s o ,  B  £  f 3  ( G ) ,  
where G is the a* («S)-connected component of TZ containing R. Hence, f (R) € C^, 
and B 6 £* (f (R), S). Therefore, 7205 Ç C* (f (R), S). Thus, / is an agreement 
mapping. • 
We can now bring together the preceding work to obtain our main result. 
THEOREM 2.5.7 I f  a  ( S )  Ç a ( T Z )  =  l À  a n d  T  i s  e m b e d d e d  i n  T Z ,  t h e n  i t  c a n  b e  
decided in polynomial time whether [7^] | LJ.F [= ^ [»?]. 
Proof; 
By Propositions 2.3.5, 2.3.7, 2.5.6 and 2.5.5, we can determine whether the join 
dependency implication holds as follows. 
1. Compute £*, the labeling function of the agreement graph for S with respect 
to T. 
2. Check whether J* (5,.^) is coherent. If it is not, then the join dependency 
implication does not hold. 
3. Partition TZ into a* ((9)-connected components. For each a* ((S)-connected com­
ponent Gi check whether H g ^  l3{G)^B ^ the join dependency impli­
cation holds. Otherwise, it does not. 
The size of the join dependency implication problem is proportional to the number 
of attributes appearing in TZ, the number of relation schemes in TZ and S, and the 
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size of the description of T. The edge labeling function £* can be computed in 
polynomial time using Algorithm For any A G W, J* (5, J") can be partitioned 
into ^-cliques in polynomial time to determine whether more than one nontrivial .4-
clique exists. Hence, checking whether I* is coherent can be done in polynomial 
time. Finally, the nontrivial cliques found in step 2 can be used to do the checking in 
step 3. This involves a polynomial number of set intersections. Therefore, the entire 
process can be accomplished in polynomial time. • 
2.6 Finding an Agreement Mapping with Unrestricted FDs 
In the last section, we proved that the existence of an agreement mapping from 
T Z  i n t o  t h e  a g r e e m e n t  g r a p h  T * [ S , J - )  c a n  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  i n  p o l y n o m i a l  t i m e  i f  T  
is embedded in TZ. We now consider the same problem when the set of FDs JF 
is unrestricted and show that in this case the problem is NP-complete. Our proof 
is based on the technique employed in [24] and demonstrates the clarity that our 
approach brings to such proofs. 
PROPOSITION 2.6.1 Let 7^ and S be hypergraphs with ot{S) Ç a { T Z )  =  U ,  a n d  
let T he a set of FDs over 14. The problem of deciding whether there is an agreement 
mapping from TZ to S with respect to T is NP-complete. 
Proof: 
We first show that the problem is NP-hard by a reduction from the known NP-
complete problem 3-SATISPIABILITY (3-SAT). A description of this problem and 
a proof of its NP-completeness is given in [16]. An instance of 3-SAT consists of a 
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set of clauses C  = {c^,... , c m } -  Each clause consists of three literals over a set of 
Boolean variables V = {vj,... ,wn}- Each literal is either a variable or the negation 
of a variable. Each clause represents the disjunction of the literals appearing in 
it, and the set C represents the conjunction of the disjunctions represented by its 
elements. We will assume that 
1. each variable appears in some clause, 
2. three distinct variables appear in each clause, and 
3. each variable and its negation appear in separate clauses. 
The 3-SAT problem remains NP-complete with these restrictions. 
We now create an instance of the implication problem [7^] j U.F )= S  to 
correspond to C = {cj,... ,cm}. The set of attributes for the implication problem is 
U  =  { A j , . . . ,  A n }  U  , . . . ,  B n }  U  { C j , . . . ,  C n }  U  { D j , . . . ,  D m }  •  
For each clause Cj, there is a clause hyperedge 
Ri = 
where vj,vf^,v^ are the variables appearing in c^. Also corresponding to are seven 
truth assignment hyperedges (TA hyperedges) 5^2, • • •, 5"^^. Note that there are eight 
possible truth assignments for the set of three distinct variables appearing in and 
that only one of these assignments can make false. Each TA hyperedge consists 
of four attributes and represents one of the seven truth assignments which makes 
true. If Ujt appears in Cj, then the TA hyperedge SIJ contains either BF^ OT CF^. It 
contains Bj^ if the truth assignment it represents assigns the value true. Otherwise 
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it contains Cj^. Each of the TA hyperedges also contains the attribute 
Di-
The hypergraphs "R and S are defined by 
= {Ri 1 1 < i < m} U {S^j ll<i<Tn,l<j<7} 
and 
«5 = I 1 < i < m, 1 < j < 7} . 
Note that <S Ç 72., so the condition a  ( S )  Ç a  (71) is satisfied. 
The set of functional dependencies corresponding to C is 
^ I 1 < i < n| U I 1 < i < 7i|. 
Let "I* — {S,£ (S) ,£*). We now show that if C  is satisfiable there exists an 
agreement mapping f ^ S. Suppose fis a truth assignment for V which satisfies 
C. For each z, 1 < i < m, let / {R^ be the TA hyperedge S^j for the truth assignment 
to the set of variables appearing in which is consistent with t. Such an i exists 
since a truth assignment that satisfies C must make each clause c^- true. Also, let 
/ = Sij for 1 < z < m, 1 < j < 7. 
We need to show that / satisfies the conditions for an agreement mapping. Since 
. S  Ç  i t  s u f f i c e s  t o  s h o w  t h a t  f o r  a n y  R , R '  E  % ,  / i P l / i '  Ç  £ *  { f { R )  , f { R ' ) ) .  
Case(l:) R,R' eTl-S. U R = R', then 
R H R ' C U  =  C *  { f  { R )  J  { R ' ) ) .  
U R ^ R\ then only attributes in {.4j,... ,.4n} can be in RDR'. Suppose Aj G 
Rf]R' for some j, 1 < J < n. If / = true, then both f {R) and f {R') must 
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contain B j ,  and hence, € f  { R ) ^ !  { R ' )  Ç  C *  { f  ( R ) ,  f  { R ' ) ) .  Since £* is T -
closed and B^ —> Aj E .F, Aj 6 £* {f (R) ,f{R')). Similarly, if t (-Aj) = false, then 
Cj E f {R)Df {R') Ç C* {f (R), f [R')), and since Cj —> Aj Ç again we have 
Aj e C* if (R) , /(«'))• Hence, iîfli?' Ç C* (/ (R), / (A')). 
Ca3e(2): R Ç: TZ — S and R' E «S. Suppose R= Rj^ and R' = ^jk' If ^ / j, then 
iiOil' = 0 Ç £* (/(i2),/ (fl')). Otherwise, JR' = for some A: , 1 < A: < 7. Then 
jRPliï' = Z)j, and f (R) = for some Z, 1 < / < 7. But then 
D; 6 Sii,nSi, Ç C  (%,%) = C  i f  ( R ) ,  f  { R ) ) .  
Case (3): R,R' E S. In this case, 
RDR' C£ * { R ,  R ' )  =  £ *  i f  ( R )  J  { R ' ) ) .  
It follows that / is an agreement mapping. 
Now assume that there is an agreement mapping / : 7?. —> 5. We will show that C 
is satisfiable by showing that each clause hyperedge R^ is mapped into some S^j and 
that the TA hyperedges f (R^),..., f (Rm) define a truth assignment for V which 
satisfies C. By Lemma 2.3.9, we may assume that f (S) = S for all 5 E 
For each clause hyperedge Rj and for each k, E RjC]Sj^j^. Since does not 
appear on any edge other than edges between TA hyperedges for c^- and self-loops, 
f  { R j )  =  S ^ j  f o r  s o m e  j .  
Now suppose variableappears in clauses and C j .  Then A i  E R ^  and A i  E R j -
Hence, Ai E C* {^f {Rj^ if But it is easy to verify that this can only be if 
TA clauses / (^Ri^ and / (fij) both contain the same literal over Hence, the TA 
hyperedges f {R^),..., f [Rm) are consistent partial truth assignments and together 
define a truth assignment t for V. It follows immediately that t satisfies C. 
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Since [7%] j |= ^ [«?] if and only if there exists an agreement mapping 
f : TZ S, the C is satisfiable if and only if the EJD implication holds. Therefore, 
the EJD implication problem with unrestricted FDs is NP-hard. 
Since £* can be computed in polynomial time, we can guess where each R  G  T Z — S  
should be mapped and check whether the result is an agreement mapping, all in 
polynomial time. Thus, the implication problem [R] | U.F |= M [5] is in NP. • 
The value of using edge labeled graphs for the above NP-completeness proof is 
more readily appreciated if pictures (or at least partial pictures) of the graphs are 
drawn. The following example, taken from [24], is helpful. 
Example 2.6.2 Let V = {vi,v2,vi^,v^} be a set of Boolean variables and denote 
the negation of variable v by v. Let C = {cj,02,03} be a set of clauses with — 
{vj,U2,^^3}, (=2 = and 03 = «2,^4}. Then C represents the Boolean 
expression 
(t?! V Û2 V •W3) A (ui V Û3 V V4) A (vf V 7;2 V V4). 
A partial representation of the CIG for % is shown in Figure 2.6. Nodes and edges 
are omitted for the sake of clarity. It is easy to see from Figure 2.6 that an agreement 
mapping from % to «9 must map each clause node to one of the corresponding TA 
nodes and that clause nodes for clauses that contain a given variable must map to TA 
nodes representing truth assignments that give the same value to that variable. • 
In the next chapter, we present generalizations and extensions of the structures 
and techniques used in this chapter. 
AiA2A^D^ 
1^1^3^41)2 
B1B2B2D1 BiB^B/^D_ 52^3^4 £>3 
BiC2B-^Di 
Figure 2.6; CIG for Example Instance of 3-SAT. 
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3 AGREEMENT GRAPH DEPENDENCIES 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we generalize the use of edge labeled graphs in order to approach 
a broader range of data dependency implication problems. We first present some 
basic definitions and show how edge labeled graphs can be used to define a large 
class of dependencies. As in the preceding chapter, we assume that is a finite set 
of attributes containing all attributes of interest and that every attribute or set of 
attributes we mention is contained in li. We will also assume that the domain of each 
attribute is infinite. 
An edge labeled graph (ELG) consists of 
1. A set of nodes V, 
2. the edge set £ (F) = {(t?,u') \  v ,v'  E V] consisting of all undirected edges be­
tween nodes (including self loops), and 
3. C  :  £  ( V )  2^ an (edge) labeling function which assigns to each edge a set of 
attributes. 
Since edge labeled graphs are always complete graphs, we denote an ELG by its node 
set and labeling function, e.g., J = {V,C). If J = (F, T) is an ELG with Vj Ç V and 
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V2 Ç we define 
^(^1>^2) = U{£(7;i,W2) I vi € and rg 6 
For any subset W  of the set of nodes in an ELG, S  { W )  indicates the set of edges 
between nodes in W. Each V Ç V defines a subgraph of (F, £) consisting of the 
node set V and a labeling function which is the restriction of £ to 5 (F'). We will 
write (V, £) to denote this subgraph and will  refer to £ as a labeling function for V 
without indicating that it is actually a restriction of £. 
Let T = (V,£) be an ELG. For any X C.U^ the nodes vi,v2 G V are X-adjacent 
if XHf (ui,%2) / If F' Ç y and vi,v2,... iVn G V, the sequence (uj,V2, 
is an X-path in V from uj to vn if and j are X-adjacent for 1 < i  < n. A 
subset V of V is X-connected if for every wj,V2 ^ there is an X-path in V from 
to V2- A subset V of V is an X-connected component of V if V is X-connected and 
for each v G V — V", VU {«} is not X-connected. If X = ZY, the X- can be dropped 
from each of the above terms. 
The above definition of adjacency can be extended to sets of nodes as follows. 
Let 1 — (y^C) be an ELG, and let Ç V and Vjj G V• The nodes sets and V2 
a r e  X - a d j a c e n t  i f  %  A Z  ( ^  0 .  
An X-clique of the ELG X = (F,£) is any V QV such that 
1. A' Ç £ (^1,^2) %i,%2 ^ 
2. for any t; € F — F' there exists v'  G F' such that X — C{v^v') ^ 0. 
In other words, an .Y-clique of J is a subset V of V such that every edge label between 
members of V contains X and no node of F - V can be added to F' without losing 
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Algorithm Trans-Closure: 
begin 
repeat 
for (each triple v-^,V2,v^ of distinct elements of F) do 
£{vi,v^) := £(WI,T;3) U(£ («1,172) n£(i;2,V3)) 
until  (£ is not changed) 
end 
Figure 3.1: Algorithm for Computing Transitive Closure. 
this property. Note that property (1) requires that any node in an X-clique have an 
edge label containing X on its self loop. Therefore, not all nodes in V are in X-cIiques. 
Let X — (y,£) be an ELG. The labeling function £ of % is transitive if for 
every ,«2,1)3 E V, £ (1^1,^2) (^2*^3) — £ (^1,^3)- Let vW (F,£) denote the 
set of all transitive labeling functions h : 6" (F) —> 2^ satisfying £ (^) Ç h(E) for 
all E e 6^(F). The transitive closure of £, denoted by £"^, is the labeling function 
defined by 
for a\\ E ^ £ [V). The labeling function £"^ is itself transitive, a member of M  { V ,  £), 
and is computed by the (polynomial time) algorithm in Figure 3.1. Note that since 
computation of the transitive closure only adds attributes to edge labels, C{E) Ç 
£ + ( E )  f o r  a l l  E ^ £ { V ) .  
An ELG A = (y,£) is an agreement graph (AG) if £ is transitive and for 
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any u G F, C ( v , v )  =  U .  An agreement graph A = (F, is said to be irreducible if 
£(uj,i;2) ^ U for any distinct vi,V2 € V. An agreement graph that is not irreducible 
is reducible.  
For a relation r over scheme ZY, we define the agreement graph for r to be ^ (r) = 
(Vr,£r) where Vr = r and 
C T { t , t ' )  =  { A ^ U \ i { A )  =  t ' { A ) }  
for any t , t '  6 r. Thus, A{r) is the ELG containing a node for each tuple in r  and 
having a labeling function that assigns to the edge between two nodes the set of 
attributes on which the corresponding tuples agree. The ELG A (r) is an agreement 
graph since agreement on an attribute is a transitive property and since every tuple 
(over U) agrees with itself on U. The agreement graph -A(r) is a representation of r 
which shows agreement between tuples and abstracts away the actual values which 
the tuples assign to attributes. 
Since relations are sets of tuples, U will never appear as an edge label between 
distinct nodes in A{r). I.e., A{r) is irreducible. It will be useful, however, to allow 
representations of r that are not irreducible. Accordingly, we make the following 
definition. An agreement graph .4 = (V,£) is said to represent the relation r if there 
exists an onto mapping f : V Vp such that 
^(^1,^2) = if  {vi),  f {v2)) 
for any vi,V2 € V. In this case, the nodes in f~^{t) represent the tuple f E r. 
It is easy to see that f~^ (t) is a W-clique in A. Also, since we assume that the 
domain of every attribute is infinite, any agreement graph represents some relation 
and any irreducible agreement graph is the agreement graph for some relation. In 
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fact, an agreement graph A defines an equivalence class of relations consisting of 
those relations represented by A. 
Let Zj = and Zg — (^2 ' '^2)  ELGs, and let Ç A mapping 
/ : Vj —> V2 is an (£.i ,C2)-con3i3tent mapping if for every v^,V2 £ Vj, 
(%1,%2) G ^2(/K)'/(^2))-
If Vj Ç V j  Q  V i  and g  :  Vj' —> Vg agrees with / on Fj (i.e., g { v )  —  f  ( v )  for all 
w G Fj), then g is an extension of / to (or to — F[). If in addition g : Vj' —> Vg 
is (/^l,/]2)-consistent, then g is an (C\iC2)-consiatent extension of / to V^' (or to 
" ^ )- The (ZI^, r2)-consistent mapping / : Vj —> V2 is 
extendible to Vj if there exists an (/Zj, /l2)-consistent extension of / to V^'. We 
may omit mention of the labeling functions when referring to consistent mappings or 
extensions if the labeling functions can be inferred from context. 
An agreement graph dependency (AGD) is a triple T> = (W,W°,Cj)^ where 
{W,Cj^ is an ELG and W° Ç W. The set of nodes W° is called the core of %). 
Nodes in are called core nodes, and nodes in VF — are called noncore nodes. 
An ELG X = (F, £) satisfies the AGD D = [W,W°if every (£2), £)-consistent 
mapping /  :  W° —+ F is consistently extendible to VF. A relation r over scheme U 
satisfies the AGD V if «4(r'), the agreement graph corresponding to r, satisfies "D. 
Although satisfaction of AGDs is defined for ELGs, we will most often be interested 
in whether or not a given agreement graph satisfies an AGD. 
An AGD is ELG trivial if it is satisfied by every ELG and AG trivial if it is 
satisfied by every agreement graph. We will use trivial to mean AG trivial. The 
following example shows that the two notions of triviality are indeed distinct. 
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Example 3.1.1 Consider the AGD D = ({^0» ? ^2' » {^1? ^ 2» where 
C { W Q , W I )  =  B C ,  JC,{WQ,W^) = B, C{'WI,W2) = AB, £(102,103) = J5, and 
C {wq,W2) = JC{w\,w^) = 0. a pictorial representation of D is given in Figure 3.2. 
Note that in the figure a line is drawn enclosing the core nodes. We will use the 
same format in picturing other AGDs. Suppose A = is an agreement graph 
and / : W2,wg} Fj is (£,£j )-consistent. Then AB Ç C\ (/(wj), / (^2)) and 
B  E  CIIF {W2), f (W^)), and by the transitivity o[ CI, B E CI {f (WI) ,F{W2))- Then 
/ can be consistently extended by mapping WQ to luj. Therefore, every agreement 
graph satisfies î>, and V is trivial.  On the other hand, consider the ELG X = 
{{vi,v2,v^} ,£2) where £2 (%1,%2) = ^2 (%2,%3) = B and £2 = 0. This 
ELG does not satisfy V, since the (£, £2)-consistent mapping that takes wi to for 
1 < z < 3, cannot be consistently extended. So D is not ELG trivial. • 
If and D2 are AGDs and any agreement graph (ELG) satisfying ©j also 
satisfies I>2î we say that Pj implies V2 for agreement graphs (for ELGs) and write 
I- ^2 (^1 1=0 ^2)- If ^1 h ^2 ^2 1= (^1 ho ^2 ^nd V2 l-Q D%), 
we say that Pj and I?2 are AG (ELG) equivalent and write Pj = 2?2 (2^1 =0 
2)2). If we mention "implication" or "equivalence" without further specification, we 
mean agreement graph implication or agreement graph equivalence . The notions of 
implication and equivalence for agreement graphs and ELGs are extended to sets of 
AGDs in a straightforward way. Thus, if Sj and £2 are sets of AGDs, we write 
Sf 1= S2 (2% |=Q S2) every agreement graph (ELG) that satisfies the AGDs in Sj 
necessarily satisfies the AGDs in E2, and write = S2 (S^ =0 ^2) if Sj |= S2 and 
S 2 N S 1  ( S i  1 = 0  2 2  a n d  S j  1 = 0  S i  ) .  
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W2 
AB^ 
^3 
BC 
Figure 3.2: AG Trivial but not ELG Trivial AGD. 
We will now show how join dependencies can be represented as agreement graph 
dependencies. Let % — ,..., be a database scheme with OL{1Z) C and 
define V (M [%]) - [W, by 
1.  W° = 
2 .  W =  
3. Cj) (w^,wj^ = R^DRJ for 1 < i , j  < n, and 
4. yCj) for 1 < z < n. 
(Recall that we assume C - p ( w , w )  = ZY for each w  G W . )  A pictorial representation 
of V [7?.]) for TZ = , ^ 2) ^ 3} given in Figure 3.3. 
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W3 
WQ 
Figure 3.3: AGD for a Join Dependency. 
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LEMMA 3.1.2 Let r he a relation over scheme U. Then r satisfies the AGD 
T> [^]) if only if r satisfies the (embedded) join dependency ^ [7^]. 
Proof: 
(only i f):  Let .4(r) = {Vr,Cr) be the agreement graph for r (recall that Vr = r), 
and supposer satisfies the AGD V [7^] To show that r satisfies M [7?,], it suffices 
to show that rn^ (r) Ç TT^ (r). Let i £ (r). Then there is a joinable set of 
tuples I 1  < i  < n|  such that G TT^. (r)  for 1 < z < ra and t  = Mj < 
For 1 < i < n, let t^ E r such that t j  A; = u,-- Define the mapping f  :  IV —* Vr hy 
letting / ^ 10^-j Now for any i  and 
^r (/  (w.) -  {'4 6 2/ I t^iA) = tj  (A)} .  
But t^ = Uj = Uj = tj  Hence, 
^  ( /  { w i )  , f { w j ) )  .  
Therefore, / is a consistent mapping, and there exists u ^ Vr such that / can be 
consistently extended to W by setting f {WQ) = u. Then for 1 < i < n 
R i  Q  c , r  ( / i w Q ) , f  =  C r  { u , t j ^  = {yl e ^  I u(A) =: (A)J . 
Hence, u  for 1 < i < n., and so u [q (7^)] = t .  Thus, t  G TT^ ( r )  and 
^7e(^) ^ ^ a(7^) M-
(if):  Now suppose that r satisfies [R,\ .  We want to show that r also sat­
isfies D [7Z.]^, i.e., that A{r) = (Vr,jCr)j the agreement graph for r, satisfies 
V [7^1 Assume that / : W° —> Vr is )-consistent. For 1 < î < n, let 
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t l  G Vr such that / Then for 1 < i  < j < n, 
RiClRj = 
Ç  £ r ( f ( w i ) j ( w j ) )  
= £r ~ ^ ^ Mi (^) ^ (^)} ' 
Hence, and t j  agree on R^DRJ . But this means that | 1 < i < n| is join-
able with some result t ,  and since r satisfies M [7^], t  £ (r). Furthermore,* 
i2j Ç Cr for 1 < i < ra. Hence, / can be consistently extended to W by letting 
/  (wg) — u for some u Ç r such that u [a (7?.)] = t.  •  
Functional dependencies are also representable as AGDs. For X , Y  Ç U ,  define 
V { X  -> Y ) ^  [ w , w ° , C v )  b y  
1. w °  =  { W I , W 2 } ,  
2. w = py°U{wo}, 
3. £ ' p { w i , w 2 )  = X ,  
4. C-£) (iWQ, loj ) — U , and 
5. C'£){WQ,W2) = Y 
A pictorial representation of Vi^X —» K) is given in Figure 3.4. Note that the edge 
label U assigned to the edge between WQ and WI forces WQ and to have the same 
image under any consistent mapping into an irreducible agreement graph. 
LEMMA 3.1.3 Let r  be a relation over scheme lA. Then r satisfies the AGD 
%) (% Y) if and only if  r  satisfies the functional dependency X Y.  
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W2 
Figure 3.4: AGD for the FD X Y. 
Proof: 
(only i f):  Assume r satisfies the AGD T){X —» F), and let A { r )  = ( V r , j C r )  be 
the agreement graph for r. Suppose t,u E r with i [A'] = u[A'^]. Then a consistent 
mapping /  :  W° —* Vr can be defined by letting f  {w-^ ) = ( and /  (^2) = u. Since r 
satisfies T>{X —> F), there is a tuple a 6 r such that / can be consistently extended by 
l e t t i n g  /  ( m g )  =  s .  H e n c e  U  —  C r  { t ,  s )  ( w h i c h  m e a n s  t h a t  s  =  t ) ,  a n d  Y  Ç  C r  { u ,  s ) .  
By the transitivity of Cr (or the identity of s and i), Y Ç Cr i.e., t \Y\ = u f l ' j .  
Therefore, r satisfies A —> Y. 
(if):  Now assume that r satisfies the FD A —> F. If / : W° —> V'r is a consistent 
mapping, then A Ç Cr {f {wy), f (W2)). But this means that the tuples f {wy) and 
/ {w2) of r agree on A. Since r satisfies A —> Y, these tuples also agree on F. Hence, 
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y Q if  (wi),/ (w2)). Therefore, / can be consistently extended by mapping WQ 
t o  f  ( w ^ ) .  T h e r e f o r e ,  r  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  A G D  V ( X  — >  F ) .  •  
The AGD V { X  —» Y )  given above is not the only AGD that represents the FD 
X -> Y. Consider V {X ^ Y) = ,£i) defined by 
1. Wf = {wi,W2}, 
2. Wi = Tf°U{wo}, 
3. C i  { w i , w 2 )  =  X ,  
4. £2 (u»Q,t«j) = Y ,  and 
5. C i  { W Q , W 2 )  =  Y .  
A pictorial representation of D '  ( X  —> F) is given in Figure 3.5. The proof of Lemma 
3.1.3 can be modified to work for V {X —> Y) in place of T>{X —> Y). Many other 
AGDs equivalent to X —> Y can be constructed. 
3.2 AGDs and EIDs 
Functional dependencies were introduced by Codd [9] in 1972. Since then many 
other dependencies have been defined, including several types which include and gen­
eralize many previously defined dependencies. (See [13] for a history and survey 
of the theory of data dependencies.)  In particular,  Fagin [12] introduced embedded 
implicaiional dependencies (EIDs). Dependencies which can be expressed as EIDs 
include functional, multivalued, join and embedded join dependencies. In this section 
we show that AGDs are equivalent to unirelational EIDs (i.e., EIDs that apply to a 
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W2 
WQ 
Figure 3.5: Another AGD for the FD X —• Y.  
single relation). Although EIDs can express interrelational constraints, we restrict 
our attention to the unirelational case and, henceforth, use the term EID to mean 
unirelational EID. We first give a definition of EIDs. 
Assume that U — |i4j,.,., , (where is, as usual, our universal set of 
attributes) and that the domain of values for each attribute has a distinct type. For 
1 < n < N, we refer to the type of dom(^n) as type An- Also assume that V is a set 
of typed variables with infinitely many variables for each type of attribute value. Let 
P be an iV-ary predicate symbol whose n-th position requires a value of type An- If 
r is a relation over U, and an G dom (.4^) for 1 < » < TV, we say that Pa^ - - - aj^ 
is true for r if there is a tuple < E r such that t{An) — on for 1 < n < N. A 
relational formula is an expression of the form Pxi .. .xj\j, where x^,... ,x pj E V, 
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and each Xn is of type An- An expression of the form x — y,  where x and y are 
distinct elements of V and have the same type, say type An-, is called an equality 
formula of type An- Logical formulas and sentences involving relational expressions, 
equality formulas, and Boolean connectives and quantifiers are defined in the usual 
fashion. The sentences and formulas of our definitions are typed. I.e., an equality 
formula involves two variables of the same type, and variables of a given type appear 
in only one position of a relational formula. An embedded implicational dependency 
(EID) is a (typed) sentence of the form 
V ® i  . . . X I  ( ( X j  A  . . .  A  ( 3 y i  ( y " i  A  . . .  A  
where 
1. acj,..., xj, - , y j  E V, I  >  1, J > 0, and no other variables appear in the 
sentence, 
2. each is a relational formula (using predicate P ) ,  
3. each Yj is either a relational formula (using predicate P) or an equality formula, 
and 
4. each xn appears in at least one Xj^. 
Satisfaction of an EID may be defined as follows. Suppose 7 is the EID 
yxi ...Xj ((Xi A ... A (3yi ... yj) (FJ A ... A Ym)) • 
We will call an assignment of values to the variables x ^ , . . .  , x j  a partial '^-assignment 
and an assignment of values to all  the variables appearing in 7 a (full)  '^-assignment.  
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For each partial or full 7-assignment h  and each relational formula X  =  P z ^  . . .  zyy,  
a p p e a r i n g  i n  7 ,  i f  h  a s s i g n s  a  v a l u e  t o  e a c h  v a r i a b l e  a p p e a r i n g  i n  A ' ,  w e  l e t  h { X )  
denote the tuple that assigns the value h[zn) to attribute An for 1 < n < iV. A 
relation r (over ÏÀ) satisfies the EID 7 if, for every partial 7-assignment h such that 
I 1 ^ ^  Ç r, there is a full 7-assignment h' such that 
1. h' is an extension of h, 
2. h'(Vm) G r for each Vm which is a relational formula, and 
3. h' assigns the same value to any two variables that appear in the same equality 
formula of 7. 
Note that if the EID 7 contains variables that appear only in equality formulas, 
then 7 is either unsatisfiable, i.e., it is satisfied by no (nonempty) relation, or it can be 
rewritten without those variables. We disregard such EIDs and, henceforth, assume 
that every variable of an EID appears in at least one relational formula. We can now 
prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.2.1 EIDs and AGDs define the same class of dependencies.  I .e. ,  
for any EID (AGD) there exists an equivalent .AGD (EID). 
Proof: 
Let 7 be the EID 
\ / x i  . .  . x j  ((-^2 A  . . .  A  X . .  . y j ^  ^ A ... A A  Z j  A  . . .  A  j  
with symbols as defined above except that are relational formulas and 
Zi,. .. , Z£ are equality formulas. Define the AGD Z)(7) = as follows. 
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Let W° = I 1 < & < if I and 
W = W°U {vm \ I < m < M}U {zi \ 1 < I < l}  .  
Define the labeling function C by 
1. for 1 < i , j  <  K ,  let A n  6 £ if the variables that appear in the n-th 
positions of and Xj are the same, 
2. for 1 < i , j  <  M ,  let A n  G £ if the variables that appear in the n-th 
positions of and Yj are the same, 
3. for 1 < k < K and 1 < m < M, let An E C if the variables that 
appear in the n-th positions of Xj^ and Ym are the same, 
4. for 1 < k < K and 1 < / < L, let An G C if a variable that appears in 
Zi also appears in the n-th position of X^, and 
5. for 1 < m < M and 1 < / < i, let An € C (vmiZi^ if a variable that appears 
in Zi also appears in the n-th position of Ym-
In other words, node Uf^ of D ('y) corresponds to the relational formula Xf^ of 7, node 
Vjn corresponds to the relational formula and node zj^ corresponds to the equality 
formula We will refer to nodes in {vm | 1 < w < M} as relational nodes 
and nodes in | 1 < / < X| as equality nodes. The appearance of attribute An 
on the edge between two relational nodes indicates that the variables occupying the 
n-th positions of the corresponding relational formulas of 7 are the same. An An 
on the edge between a relational node, corresponding to a relational formula .Y, and 
an equality node, corresponding to an equality formula Z, indicates that the variable 
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appearing in the n-th position of X also appears in Z. Because of our assumption that 
two distinct variables appear in an equality formula and that each variable appears 
in a relational formula, i t  follows that for each equality node z of type An 
1. the label of each edge incident on z is either An or 0, 
2. at least two of the edges between z and the relational nodes of 2^(7) have 
nonempty labels, and 
3. each edge between z and any other equality node are labeled by 0. 
Let r be a relation over &/, and let A { r )  —  { V ^ C r )  be the agreement graph for r  
(with V = r). We need to show that r satisfies the EID 7 if and only if r satisfies the 
AGD X>(7). 
Suppose r satisfies 7. Assume / : W° —> F is an (£, £7.)-consistent mapping. 
Define a partial  7-assignment h as follows. For 1 <i < I,  
h ( x i )  =  ( A n )  
for k and n such that appears in the n-th position of Xj^. Such k and n exist 
since each is required to be in at least one Xj^. Note that if x^ also appears in 
the n-th position of some Xj^i, then An € C and, by the consistency of 
/, £ ^ (/ (%&) ,/ ("ib')) • Hence / ( A n )  =  f  (w^/) { A n )  , and h  is 
well-defined. Since r satisfies 7, there is a full 7-assignment h' which extends h such 
that {h' (Yjn) | 1 < iri < M} Ç r and h' assigns the same value to any two variables 
that appear in the same equality formula of 7. Let f':W —> F be an extension of / 
such that 
1. f  ( v m )  = h'{Ym), for 1 < m < M, and 
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2. /' {^zj^ — f (w), where w 6 (V is chosen to be one of the nodes corresponding 
to a relational formula of 7 for which C is nonempty. 
We will show that /' is (iC,£r)-consistent, i.e., for any w,w' G W, 
There are four cases. 
Caae(l): w = w'.  Then f  (w) = f {w'),  and 
C { w , w ' )  =  U  =  C r  i f  ( w ) ,  f  { w ' ) ) .  
Case(2): lo and lo'correspond to distinct relational formulas of 7. Ifio,io'6 W° , 
then, since /' agrees with / on and / is (£, £r-)-consistent, 
C  { w ,  w ' )  Ç  L t  (/ ( w ) , /  (w')) = Cr (/' (w), f  {w')).  
Otherwise, let % and X' be the relational formulas of 7 corresponding to the nodes 
w and w'. If An £ €(w,w'), then the variables that appear in the n-th positions of 
A' and X' are the same, and h'(X) and h'(X') agree on An- Hence, 
E rr (/i' (X), /i' (X')) = /:r (/' (w), /' (w')). 
Therefore, 
Case(S): w and w' correspond to distinct equality formulas of 7. Then 
C  ( w ,  i w ' )  =  0  Ç  C r  i f  ( w ) ,  / '  (ly')) •  
Ca3e(4): w corresponds to a relational formula X and w' corresponds to an 
equality formula Z of 7. If C{w,w') = 0 or f (w') — then the required 
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inclusion follows immediately. Otherwise, C { w , w ' )  =  A n  for some attribute An, and 
there exists a node w" E W — {it;} such that w" corresponds to a relational formula X' 
of 7, C{w',w") = An, and f'{w') = It follows that the variables appearing 
in the n-th positions of the relational formulas % and X' both appear in Z and, 
consequently, are assigned the same value by h'. Thus, h'(X) and h'{X') agree on 
An, so 
A n  G £r { h '  ( X ) ,  h '  { X ' ) )  =  C v { f '  ( « , ) ,  / '  { w ' ) ) .  
Once again, C { w , w ' )  C  £7. { f ' { w )  , f ' { w ' ) ) .  
Therefore, /' is an (£, £r)-consistent extension of /, and r satisfies the AGD 
V ( j ) .  
Conversely, suppose r satisfies the AGD 2^(7). Let h be any partial 7-assignment 
such that (-Yjfc) | 1 < & < Cr. Define the mapping f : W° —> F by letting 
/ = h for 1 < A: < A". Then for 1 < i,j < K, if An E C the 
variables that appear in the n-th positions of X ^  and X j  are the same and, hence, 
h and h agree on An- It follows that 
C  Ç £ r  {h (,Yi) ,h [ X j ) )  =  C r  ( /  (u;) , / ( « , ) )  ,  
SO / is (£, vCr )-consistent. Since r satisfies 2^(7), / has an consistent extension 
f  : W  - ^ V .  
Define h' to be the full 7-assignment such that h' is an extension of h and, 
f o r  I  <  j  <  J ,  h ' =  f ' { v m ) { A n ) ,  w h e r e  m  a n d  n  a r e  c h o s e n  s u c h  t h a t  y j  
appears in the n-th position of Ym- It is easy to verify that h' is well-defined. Then 
h' (Ym) = f (vm), for 1 < m < M, so |/i' | 1 < ji < Z, j Ç r. It remains to show 
that h' assigns the same value to every pair of variables that appear in some equality 
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formula of 7. 
Suppose a; = 2/ is an equality formula of type An appearing in 7. Let z E IV 
be the equality node corresponding io x — y. Then there are distinct relational 
nodes w^w' E W, corresponding to relational formulas X and X' of 7, such that 
C {w, z) — C {w', z) = An and variables x and y appear in the n-th positions of X and 
X'. Also, since /' is consistent. An E Cr (/' (w)(z)) and An E £r (/' {w')(z)). 
By transitivity, 
e  C r  i f  ( w ) , /' («,')) =  C r i h '  ( X ) ,  h '  ( X ' ) ) .  
Hence, h' assigns the same value to x and y. It follows that r satisfies the EID 7. 
Now we need to show that for any AGD, there exists an equivalent EID. Let D = 
{ W , W ° , C x > )  b e  a n  A G D  w i t h  W °  =  a n d  W  -  W °  =  { u j , . . .  .  
Let X i , . . . ,  X  be relational formulas (corresponding to respectively) 
such that X j ^  and X j  have the same variable in their n-th positions if and only if 
An € Cj) Similarly, let be relational formulas (corresponding 
t o  V I , . . .  ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  a n d  u s i n g  v a r i a b l e s  t h a t  d o  n o t  a p p e a r  i n  t h e  
such that Fj and Yj have the same variable in their n-th positions if and only if 
A n  E  C  L e t  . .  , a 3 j |  b e  t h e  s e t  o f  v a r i a b l e s  a p p e a r r i n g  i n  X j , . . .  , X j ^ ,  
and jyj,..., j/j | be the set of variables appearing in Fj,..., . Let Zj,..., Z£ be 
all equality formulas of the form Xj = yj such that for some k, m, and n, 
1. x^ appears in the n-th position of Xj^ and yj appears in the n-th position of 
Fm, and 
2. An E 
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Define the EID 7-^ to be 
Vail  . . . x j  ( (Xj  A . . .  A -> (Byj  . . .yj i / )  {Y i  ^  ^  ^ ^ Z i ) )  .  
Let r be a relation overZY, and let A { r )  =  { V , C r )  be the agreement graph for r  
(with V — r). We need to show that r satisfies the AGD V if and only if r satisfies 
the EID 725. 
Assume that r  satisfies 2?, i.e., that A { r )  satisfies V .  Let A be a partial 7^)-
a s s i g n m e n t  s u c h  t h a t  | l < A : < A ' | C r .  D e f i n e  t h e  m a p p i n g  /  ;  — >  V  
by letting / [uj^ = h ,{or I < k < K. Suppose An E Cqy (u^,uj^ for somei and 
j. Then and Xj have the same variable in their n-th positions, and h (A'^j ) (i4n,) — 
h (^Xj^ {An)- But this means that 
A n  e C r  { h  { X i ) , h ( X j ) )  =  C r  ( /  ( . ; )  , / ( « _ , ) )  .  
Hence, / is )-consistent. Since T satisfies D, / has an (£p, £r)-consistent 
extension f  W —* V.  
Let h' be an extension of h defined as follows. For 1 <j < J, let h' = 
f i'"m) i^n)  f o r  s o m e  m  a n d  n  c h o s e n  s u c h  t h a t  y j  a p p e a r s  i n  t h e  n - t h  p o s i t i o n  o f  Y m -
Then h' is a full 7p-assignment, and it is easy to verify that h' is well-defined. Now, 
h'(Ym) = f {^m) for 1 < m < M, so {h'(Ym) | 1 ^  rn < M] Ç r. Furthermore, 
suppose that Xj^ = yj is an equality formula of 7^) of type An- Then the variable 
Xj^ appears in the n-th position of Xj^ and yj appears in the n-th position of Ym for 
some k and m. But this means that An E So, by the consistency of /', 
An € Cr (/' (^/b) , /' (^m)) • Thus, 
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=  h ' { y j )  
So, h' assigns the same value to each pair of variables appearing in an equality formula 
of 7p. It follows that r satisfies 7p. 
Conversely, suppose relation r satisfies 72). Assume that / : W° —> F is an 
(£p, £r )-consistent mapping. Define a partial 72)-assignment h as follows. For 1 < 
i < I, let h {An)i for some k and n chosen such that appears in 
the n-th position of Xj^,. This is possible since each is required to appear in some 
It is easy to verify that h is well-defined. Now, h = / ('"fc) for I < k < K, 
s o  { ^ k )  | 1 — ^  —  —  S i n c e  r satisfies 'yjy,  there exists a full 7^)-assignment 
h' such that h' is an extension of h, {h'{Ym) | 1 < < M}, and h' assigns the same 
value to any pair of variables appearing in the same equality formula of 7p. Define 
f  : W V io be the extension of /  such that f '{vm) — h'{Ym) for 1 < m < M. 
We need to show that / '  is (ZZ/p, )-consistent.  Suppose w,w' G W. 
Case(l): w,w' G .  Then, by the consistency of /, 
CD{W ,W ' )  Ç CT  { f  { W )  ,  f  { W'))  
Case(2): w,w' £ W — W'^. Then w — Vj^ and w' = vj for some i  and j .  If 
An £ (v^,vj^, then the variables appearing in the n-th positions of Fj and are 
the same. Hence, 
f ( v i ) { A n )  = h ' { Y i ) ( A n ]  
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=  k ' ( y ^ ) ( A » )  
=  f ' ( v j ^ { A n ) .  
So, An e Ct (/' («i) ,/' (wj)), and Ç (/' («%) ,/' 
Case(3): w G and w' E PF - 1^°. In this case, w = uj^ and w' = vm for some 
k and m. If An E >Cp (uig,vmjy then the variables appearing in the n-th positions 
of Xf^ and Ym appear together in some equality formula of 7^). Since h' assigns the 
same value to these variables, 
f { u k ) ( A n )  =  h ' ( X i , ) { A n )  
= h' {Ym){An) 
— /'(«m)'(-4ra). 
Again, An € Cr (/' («fc) ,/'(vm)), and Cjj {u^,,vm) Ç Cr (/' (u^) ,/'(um))-
Thus, /' is (£p,£7>)-consistent, and it follows that r satisfies • 
Template dependencies [27] are included within EIDs, and it has been shown 
[33,18] that the implication problem for template dependencies is undecidable. It 
follows that the implication problem for EIDS is undecidable, and we can state the 
following corollary to our theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.2.2 The implication problem for AGDs is undecidable. •  
3.3 Basic Properties of Agreement Graph Dependencies 
In this section we prove a number properties that will be useful in the next 
section. 
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LEMMA 3.3.1 Let ï j  = (^Ij^i) %2 ~ (^2'^2) ELGs. If  f  • V>2 is  
(C\,C2)-con3istent,  then it  is also (£^,£.2 )-consistent.  
Proof: 
Define £ : £ (Vj) —> 2^ by letting £ { v i , v 2 )  = £ 2  (/(^l) )/(^2)) "1)'"2 ^ 
V\. Let M {Vi,£i) denote the set of all transitive labeling functions h : E {\ \)  —* 2^ 
s a t i s f y i n g  £ i  { E )  Ç  h { E )  f o r  a l l  E  6  W e  w i l l  s h o w  t h a t  £  E  M  { V i , £ i ) .  
First, for any vi,v2 € Fj, £1(^1,^2) G ^2 (/(«1) >/(«2)) G £^ (/(«1 ), / (^2)) = 
^ ( ^ 1 , ^ 2 ) '  A l s o ,  f o r  a n y  V I , « 2 , « 3  6  V j ,  
£ { v i , v 2 ) r \ £ { v 2 , v ^ )  =  ^ 2  ( / ( ^ l ) , / ( ^ 2 ) ) ( ^ ' ^ 2  ( / ( ^ 2 ) ) / ( ^ 3 ) )  
Ç £^{f{vi)J{v^)) = £{vi,v^). 
So, £ is transitive and in Ai It follows that 
^1 in^'"2) G /:(«!, 1)2) = ^ 2 if in) J M) 
for all V I ,  V 2  6 Vj. Thus, / : Vj —> V2 )-consistent. • 
LEMMA 3.3.2 Let — (Vj,£j^) and Tg = (^2'^2) ELGs, and let Ç V^. 
Assume that £j  is transitive on Fj.  Suppose f : Vj^ V2 is (£1, £2)-consistent and 
g • V\ V2 is an (£i,£2)-consistent extension of f .  Then f is (£^,£2 )-consistent 
and has g as an {£^,£2 )-consistent extension. 
Proof: 
Since / and g are both (£j, r2)-consistent, / and g are both (£^, )-consistent 
by Lemma 3.3.1. • 
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Let 1  = (V,£) be an ELG, and let «1,^2 E V  with ^ V 2 -  The node v - ^  is 
red u n d a n t  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  n o d e  « 2  i f  f o r  e v e r y  v  £ V  —  { « 1 , ^ 2 } '  G  Z Z  ( « 2 ,  ^ ) -
A node of V is redundant if it is redundant with respect to some other node of V . If 
n o d e  w j  i s  r e d u n d a n t  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  « 2  a n d  « 2  i s  r e d u n d a n t  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  n o d e  u j ,  
then uj and «2 are said to be mutually redundant. If T is also an agreement graph and 
C{yY,V2) = ZY, then uj is said to be totally redundant with respect to V2- Since total 
redundancy is symmetric,  we will  say that vj and «2 ^.re totally mutually redundant.  
Since the labeling function of an agreement graph is transitive, it follows that if v-^ 
and V2 are totally mutually redundant, then vj and 1^2 are mutually redundant. 
LEMMA 3.3.3 Let D — {W,W°be an AGD, and suppose that 6 W - W° 
and V2 ÇL W such that vj is redundant with respect to V2- Then the AGD T>' = 
— {wj} is equivalent to V. 
Proof; 
We first show that î> |= %)'. Let X = (F,£) be any agreement graph that satisfies 
T). If / : W° —> y is a consistent mapping, then / can be consistently extended to 
W. Hence, / can be consistently extended to any subset of W. In particular, / can 
be consistently extended to W — {vj}. Therefore, % satisfies D'. 
Now suppose I = { V , C )  is any agreement graph that satisfies V . If / : —> V  
is a consistent mapping, then / can be consistently extended to W — }. Let 
g : W° —^W — be a consistent extension of /. Suppose we extend g to W by 
defining g{vi) = 5(«2)- To prove that this defines a consistent extension of g, we 
m u s t  s h o w  t h a t  £ j ) ( v i , v )  Ç  C  { g  ( v i )  , g  { v ) ) ^  f o r  a n y  v  E  W .  l {  v  =  v i  o r  v  =  V 2 ,  
then (/(vj) = g{v) and C U = C[g{vi) ,g{v)). If r 6 W - {^1,^2}, 
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then, since uj is redundant with respect to V2, we have Ç J0j)(v2,v) Ç 
Lemma 3.3.3 tells us that any redundant noncore node can be removed from an 
AGD without changing its meaning. This is not necessarily true for redundant core 
nodes as the next example shows. 
Example 3.3.4 Consider the second AGD for the FD X Y given in Section 1. 
(See Figure 3.5.) The core nodes of D (A' —> Y) are mutually redundant, but removing 
either results in a trivial AGD which is satisfied by any agreement graph. Also 
consider the nontrivial AGD V = {{wq,wi,W2} , ^2} where £ {wi,w2) = .4, 
£(ÎI;Q,Î/;J) = C and C{WQ,W2) — AB. (See Figure 3.6.) Node is redundant with 
respect to WQ, but again, if wj is removed, the AGD becomes trivial. • 
The labeling function of an AGD is not required to be transitive, but, as the next 
lemma shows, we can assume transitivity for the labeling function on the core of the 
AGD. For an AGD let be the restriction of C\ to the core of 
. Let £2 be the labeling function that agrees with ^£1^^ on edges between core 
nodes and agrees with C\ on all other edges in S (W^). 
LEMMA 3.3.5 The AGDs = [W,W°,C\) and V2 = [W,W°,C2) equiva­
lent.  
Proof; 
Suppose the agreement graph A — (F, £) satisfies and that / : W° —* V 
i s  ( £ 2,£)-consistent. Since £j (102,102) Ç £2(^1,^2) for any 10^,^2 G W°, f is 
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Figure 3.6: AGD with Redundant Core Node. 
also (£j,£)-consistent. Since A satisfies there exists g W V^ a.n. , /!)-
consistent extension of /. But then, since £j and £2 agree on edges not in £ 
g is also an (£2, ^ )-consistent extension of /. Therefore, A satisfies ©2-
Now assume that the agreement graph A  —  { V , C )  satisfies T > 2  and that / : W° —>• 
V  i s  ( £ | , £ ) - c o n s i s t e n t .  F o r  a n y  w i , W 2  G  W ° ,  C ' ^ { w i , w 2 )  Ç  C { f  { w i ) ,  f  { w 2 ) ) .  
Also, £ is transitive since it is the labeling function of an agreement graph. It follows 
from the definition of transitive closure that ^£j^ ^  W2) Ç £ (/ ), / (^2)). 
Hence, £2 (wj,  ^ 2) Q £ (/  (wj ) ,  /  (^2)),  and /  is also (£2, £)-consistent.  Since A 
satisfies X>2, there exists —> F, an (£2,£)-consistent extension of the (£2, £)-
consistent mapping /. 
Since g agrees with the (£j, £)-consistent mapping / on W° and since and 
£2 agree on edges not in £ flf : —> F is also an (£2, £)-consistent extension 
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of the (£j, >C)-consistent mapping /. Therefore, A satisfies 2?2- O 
The following proposition shows how a set of AGDs can be combined to produce 
a single equivalent AGD. Let V-^ = j and I>2 = (l^^2'^2'^2) be AGDs, 
with WinW2 = 0. Let = Wi[JW2 and Also, let £3 be the 
labeling function on that agrees with C \  on E { W \ ) ,  agrees with £2 ^(^^2)' 
and labels each edge between a node in Wi and a node in W2 with the empty set. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.6 The AGD :a equivalent to ,D2}. 
Proof; 
Suppose the agreement graph A  =  { V , £ )  satisfies and that /j : —> V  is 
(£l,£)-consistent and /2 : —> V is (£2,^)-consistent. Define /g : —> K by 
letting /g {w) — fi (w) if w E and /g (iw) = /jg if w E Then /g is (£g,£)-
consistent. Since A satisfies 2)g, there exists g : VFg —> F, an (£g,£)-consistent 
extension of /g. Define consistent extensions of /j and /2 by taking the restrictions 
of g to and W2, respectively. 
Next, assume that the agreement graph .A = (V,£) satisfies both Pj and T>2 and 
that /g : PFg —> V is (£g,£)-consistent. If /j and /2 are the restrictions of /g to 
and tfg, respectively, then fi : —> F is (£2,£)-consistent and /g • ^2 ^ 
is (£2,£)-consistent. Since A satisfies T>i and 'Z?2> there exists : Wi —> V", an 
(£j,£)-consistent extension of /j and ^2 • ^2 —* F an (£2,£)-consistent extensions 
f2- Define g^ : F by letting 53 (iw) = g^ (w) if w E and ^g {w) = ^ 2 (w) if 
w E W2- We will show that gg is an (£g,£)-consistent extension of /g. 
For any w  E PVg , gg ( w )  is either g ^  ( w )  or ^2 (w). Since g i  and 52 are extensions 
of fi and /2, which are restrictions of /g, gfg agrees with /g on IVg . We need to show 
that gg is consistent. Suppose that W2 G W^. If and wg are both in Wi or 
both in W2, the consistency of gg follows from the consistency of and Assume 
that Wj G Wi and lug G Then, g^{wi,w2) — 0, and again consistency follows. 
• 
The following two lemmas show that redundant nodes in agreement graphs can 
sometimes be disregarded in determining whether an agreement graph satisfies an 
AGD. 
LEMMA 3.3.7 Let Ai = be an agreement graph, and suppose that v^,V2 G 
Vi such that vj ^ V2 and vj is redundant with respect to ug. Let A2 — (1^2''^2) 
the agreement graph with Fg = Fj — {w^} and £2 ^^6 restriction o/£j to 6" (Vg). If 
the AGD T> = {W,W°ia satisfied by A-^, then it is also satisfied by Vlg. 
Proof: 
Assume that Ai satisfies T> and suppose that / : —> V2 is (£, £2)'^o'^sistent. 
Let /' : W° —> Vj be defined by letting f'{w) = f {w) for all w G W°. Then /' is 
(£,£l)-consistent, and, since Ai satisfies V, there exists g' : W —> Vj, an (£,£1)-
consistent extension of Define g : PF —> Vg by letting g{w) — g'(w) if g' {w) ^ 
and g{w) = vg if g' (w) = •uj. We will show that g is an (£, £2 )-consistent extension 
of /. 
For any w  G W ° ,  g ' [ w )  =  f  ( w )  =  f  { w )  ^ uj  since wj is not in the range of /. 
Hence, g{w) — g' (w) = f'{w) = / (w), and g is an extension of /. It remains to show 
that g :W —> V2 is (£, £2)-consistent. Let wi,w2 € W. If g ) = g{w2), then 
^2 (5(^1),5(^2)) D £(^1,^2)-
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Assume then that ^(w^) ^ ^ (wg). There are two cases. 
Caae(l): ^ «2 9h"2) 7^ ^2- Then g'{w\) / uj and g'{w2) ^ uj. 
Thus, 
^2(^(^l)'^7(^2)) = (g(wi),^y(w2)) 
=  ^ l ( y ( w i ) , y ( w 2 ) )  3  £ ( w i , W 2 ) -
Ca3e(2): g{wi) = V2 and g{w2) ^ «2- Then g' {102) ^ and g' (102) 7^ ^2' 
since g{wi) = V2, either g'(vji) = uj or g'(wi) = «2. Suppose g'(wi) = vi. Then 
^ 2 ( 9 ( ^ ) 1 9 ( ^ 2 ) )  =  ^2(^2,^X1^2)) 
= ^ i ( V 2 ^ 9 ' ( W 2 ) )  
D /:i(vi,g'(w2)) 
= £l(g'(wi) ,g'(w2)) 
D  £ ( w i , W 2 ) .  
On the other hand, suppose g' (w^) = «2- In this case, 
^ 2  ( 9 ( ^ 1 ) ,  9 ( ^ 2 ) )  =  ^ 2 ( 9 ' ( ^ I } , 9 ' ( W 2 ) )  
=  ^ l ( 9 ' ( w i ) , g ' ( w 2 ) )  ^  C ( w i , W 2 ) .  
Therefore, g is (£,£2)"CO'^sistent. • 
LEMMA 3.3.8 Suppose Ai = (V j, jC j) is an agreement graph with vi,v2 G VJ such 
that and V2 are totally mutually redundant. Let A2 = ^2) agreement 
graph with V2 = Vj — {uj} and £2 restriction o/£j to £ (V2). Then for any A GD 
T>, Ai satisfies "D if and only if A2 satisfies D. 
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Proof: 
Since is transitive, vj is redundant with respect to V2, and hence, by Lemma 
3.3.7, A2 satisfies every AGD satisfied by A^. Now suppose A2 satisfies the AGD 
D = We need to show that Ai also satisfies D. Suppose / : W° —> Vj 
is (£,£i)-consistent. If0 / ^^^n / : W° —> V2 is (£,>C2)-consistent and 
has an (£, >C2)'<^onsistent extension g :W ^ V^. But then g : W VT^ is an (£,£2)-
consistent extension of the (£,£j)-consistent mapping / : W° —> Vj. Hence, .4^ 
satisfies Z). 
Assume then that uj G / Define /' : W° —> V2 by letting f {w) = f (w) 
if f  ( w )  ^ uj and f  ( w )  —  V 2  if f  ( w )  = uj. We will show that f  is (£,£2)-
consistent. To do this it suffices to show that if wi,w2 € IV° with 7^ W2 and 
/'(wj) — V2, then £(^2,^2) ^ ^2 (/'('"'l) >/'(^2))* assume that /'(iwj) = «2. 
Now if f'{wi) = f'(w2), then £2 (/'(«'l) >/'(^2)) = ZY D C{wi,w2)- Otherwise, 
f'{w2) 7^ V2, so f{w2) ^ and f {W2) f •U2- Then 
= (^2) / (^2)) ^ (^1, / (^2)) -
The last equality is true since and V2 are mutually redundant. Since f {w-^) = V2' 
either /(wj) = or f {w-^) = «2- I" the first case, 
£1 { v i , f { w 2 ) )  = £1 { f { w i ) , f { w 2 ) )  D C { w i , w 2 ) .  
In the second case, 
^1 («2,/(1^2)) = (/(^l)'/(^2)) ^  ^ (1^1,^2)-
In either case, £2 (/'(^1 ) >/'(^^2)) - ^(^1>^2)- ^o, /' : W° -> V2 is (£,£2)-
consistent. 
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Now since A2 satisfies V, there exists g' : W V2, an (£,£2)'Consistent exten­
s i o n  o f  / ' .  D e f i n e  g  :  W  h y  l e t t i n g  g { w )  —  f  ( w )  i f  w  6  W °  a n d  g  ( w )  =  g ' ( w )  
if w 6 — W°. We will show that g is an (£, iCj )-consistent extension of /. Let 
i w j , i y 2  6  W  w i t h  l o j  ^  W 2 -
Case(l): wi,W2 E W°. Then Ci (g (wi) ,g {W2)) = £1 ( / (wj ) ,  /  (^2)) ^  
C { w i , W 2 ) .  
Case(2): W2 6 VF — W°. Now 
^ l ( 9 i w i ) , g i w 2 ) )  = C i { g ' { w i ) , g ' { w 2 ) )  
= ^2 (9' ("^1 ), 9' ("^2)) ^ ^ -
Case(3): 6 W° and W2 £ W — W°. In this case, 5 (1^2) = g' (^2) ^ ^1-
Suppose g (wj) ^ wj. Then = gi^i) ^  vj, and 
A (a (^1),9(^2)) = (/ (wi),y (w2)) 
= ^2 i f  { '^1)^9 '  {w2))  
=  ^ 2 ( / ' ( ^ l ) , y ( ^ 2 ) )  
= ^2 (g'(^l),y("'2)) 
D  C { w i , w 2 ) .  
On the other hand, suppose g{wi) = wj. Then 
^ l i 9 i w i ) , 9 i w 2 ) )  = ^ l { n ^ 9 ' i w 2 ) )  
=  ^ l i ' " 2 ^ 9 ' { w 2 ) )  
= ^2 (^2,^X^2)) 
= ^2(/'(wi),y("^2)) 
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= ^2 ,9X^2)) 
3 C { w i , w 2 ) .  
Therefore, g : W V\ \s axi (£,>Cj )-consistent extension of /, and Ai satisfies V. • 
Noncore nodes can sometimes be removed without changing the meaning of the 
AGD. A specific condition is given in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3.9 Let ht an AGD, and let T be a connected com­
ponent of W — W°. Let T>2 = {W'where W = W — T and £2 " 
restriction of to S{W'). If there ia no more than one core node adjacent to T, 
then —0 ^2* 
Proof: 
Suppose that the ELG I = (F,£) satisfies and that / : W° —> F is (£2,£)-
consistent. Then / is also (£j^,£)-consistent, and since I satisfies , there exists 
^ —> F, an (£j,£)-consistent extension of /. The restriction of g to W is an 
(£2,£)-consistent extension of /. It follows that T>^ |=q 'D^-
Next, suppose the ELG X = (V, £) satisfies V2 and / ; W° —> V is (£2, £)-
consistent. Then / is (£2,£)-consistent, and since J satisfies 1)2, there exists g : 
W —» y an (£2,£)-consistent extension of the (£2,£)-consistent mapping /. 
Case(l): There is exactly one core node adjacent to T. Let this node be WQ. 
Def i n e  g '  :  W  — *  V  b y  l e t t i n g  g ' [ w )  —  g { w ) ,  i f  w  E  W ,  a n d  g  ( w )  =  g { w Q )  i f  w  6  T .  
Then g' is an extension of /, and we will show that g' : W —> V is (£2, £)-consistent. 
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Let £ W. If luj and •W2 are both in W\ then 
C l { w i , w 2 )  =  C 2 { w i , w 2 )  
Ç C { g { w i ) , g { w 2 ) )  = C  { g '  { w i ) ,  g '  { w 2 ) ) .  
If w-^ and W2 are both in T, then 
£ l { w i , w 2 )  G U  
=  W),^(wo)) =  £ { g ' { w i ) , g ' { w 2 ) ) .  
Finally, suppose iwj G W  and W2 6 T .  If W I  ^ W Q ,  then { W I , W 2 )  = 0 Ç 
£ (g' (wJ ), g' (^2)). On the other hand, if iwj = WQ, then 
^1 (wi,W2) ^ ^ 
= £((7(î«Û)'^(^0)) ^  ^ i 9 ' { w i ) , g ' i w 2 ) ) .  
Case(2): No core node is adjacent to T. The same arguments used in Case (1) 
apply, except that g can map the nodes of T into any single node of V and, if wj E W° 
and W2 — W, we have (loj ,1^2) ~ ^ — ^{9' ("'I ) ' d' (^2))-
Thus, in either case, g' is (£j,£)-consistent. Therefore, 2?2 |—0 ^1* O 
3.4 The AGD Implication Problem 
Our aim in this section is to present a method to test whether one AGD implies 
another. Our dependency implication decision method is a generalization of the chase 
technique for tableau representations of dependencies. Since the implication problem 
for AGD's is undecidable, this decision method cannot be an algorithm (which we 
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take to be an effective procedure), but it does work for restricted classes of AGDs, 
e.g., full join dependencies. 
Let "D = {W,W°be an AGD, and let A — {y,C) be an agreement graph. 
If A satisfies we define T>{A) = A. Otherwise, "D^A) — {V\C') is obtained by 
adding certain new nodes to A (and, of course, new edges and edge labels) so that 
every consistent mapping from W° into V can be extended to W when V is expanded 
to V. More precisely, V and C are computed by the algorithm in Figure 3.7. 
We call V (^) the result of an application of T> to A. Since T> (.4) is an agreement 
graph, V can be applied to V{A). In general, define (.4) = for 0 < i by 
1. V ^ { A )  = (F0,£0) = A ,  
2. V^{A) = =V{A),Sind 
3. + 1 ( A )  =  (y* + + 1) - 2? (D* (^)) for 1 < i .  
If there exists n  >  0  such that 2?^ + ^ ( A )  =  (^4) for i  > ra, let (.4) = 
(y^, £°°) = ly^ {A). Otherwise, let 'D°° (A) be the infinite edge labeled graph 
that results from repeatedly applying V to A. I.e., if the process of applying X> to .4 
does not reach a fixed point, we let {A) = (F°°,£°°) where consists of all 
nodes eventually added by an application of X' and (^11^2) contains all attributes 
that are eventually added to the label of the edge between î7j and V2- In this way, 
we define (yl) to be the limit of the process of repeatedly applying D to A. If 
(.4) is finite, it is an agreement graph which contains A and satisfies D. 
We now show how applications of an AGD to the core of another AGD I?2 
can be used to check whether D] |= 2?2- First we prove: 
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Application of V to A: 
begin 
V := F; 
£' := £ ;  
for (each (£2?,£)-consistent / : W° V) do 
if (f has no consistent extension to W) then 
begin 
for (each w Ç: W — W°) do 
(add a new node v  ( w )  to V); 
for (each € W — W°) do 
C  { v  { w i )  , v  { w 2 ) )  : =  C j )  { w i , w 2 y ,  
for (each w Ç: W — W° and u Ç: V) do 
C  (u (w) ,u) := U ( w , w ' )  I  w '  E  W °  and / (uj') = u|; 
end; 
for (each E 6 £{V') such that C  { E )  is undefined) d o  
C'{E) := 0; 
c := (£') + : 
end; 
Figure 3.7: Algorithm for Application of an AGD to an Agreement Graph. 
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LEMMA 3.4.1 Let D = [\V,W°be an AGD, and let Ai = and 
A2 = (^2'^2) agreement graphs such that A2 satisfies V. Let V (Ai) = 
Suppose that / : Fj ^ V2 " (jCi, C2)-consistent. Then f is (£^,£2)-consistent and 
can be consistently extended to F3. 
Proof: 
If A-[ satisfies/D, then ' D { A [ )  =  A i ,  V3 = Vj, and £3 = Ci- Otherwise, let 
gi,..-,gn be the vCi)-consistent mappings from W° to Fj which do not have 
consistent extensions to W. Consider the computation of 'D[A\) using the algorithm 
given above. For each and each w W — W°, a new node is added to V (the node 
set of the algorithm). Let the added node corresponding to g^^ and w be denoted by 
V Then 
V3 = FjU jr ( w , g j ^  \ w  —  W °  and 1 < i < n|. 
Let £q denote the labeling function of the algorithm after all new nodes have been 
added and labels have been assigned to all new edges but before transitive closure has 
been applied. Since the edge labels of the original edges are only changed by taking 
the transitive closure, CQ agrees with £j on Fj- Hence, / is (£(),£2)-consistent. 
We next show that / has an (Zlg,£2) consistent extension to V3. For 1 < Ï < n, 
let : 14''° —> V2 be the composition of the mappings g^ and /. For each i, the 
(£p,jC2) -consistency of follows from the (/Z-p,) -consistency of g^ and the 
(£2, of /• Since A2 satisfies D, the (£2?, £2)"C<^'isistent mapping 
has an (£2), £2)-consistent extension h'^ : W V2 for 1 < z < n. Define /' : 
F3 —+ V2 as follows. For v £ let f'{y) — f (v). For w E W — W° and 1 < 
i < let /' (v = h'^{w). Then /' is an extension of / to V3. To show that 
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/' is (£q,jC2)"Consistent, we need to show that for any vi,V2 6 V3, — 
Caae(l): «2 G Vj. Then, since / is (£Q,£2)"CONSISTENT, 
^0 G ^2U in) J M) = •^2(/'(^'l)'/'(^2))-
Case(2): vi,V2 £ V3 — Fj. Then there exist wi,w2 E W — W°, i and j ,  1 < 
i j j  <  n ,  s u c h  t h a t  v i  =  v  ( w i , g ^ ^  a n d  V 2  =  v  ( w 2 , g j ^ -  I f  i  7 ^  j ,  t h e n  C q  { v i , V 2 )  =  
0 Ç ^2 (/' M ), /' (^2))- If * = J, then 
Ç  C 2 { h ' - { w i ) , h ' - { w 2 ) )  
=  ^ 2  (/' (" { ^ 2 ^ 9 i ) ) )  
= ^2(/'(«l),/' («2))-
Case(3): £ V3 — Vj and •«2 G Fj. In this case, there exists loj £ — W° and 
1 < i such that uj = u Then 
^0(n>"2) = -^0 ,•"2) 
= U ^ C j ) { w i , w ' )  I w '  6 IF° and { w ' )  =  ^ 2 j .  
Also, if w '  6 W °  and g { { w ' )  — V 2 ,  then h'^{w') = /' (1^2) and, since h'^ is {Cjy,jC.2)' 
consistent, 
£q^{wi,w') Ç £2 
= -^2 (/'(" '/'(^2)) 
= '^2(/'(^l)'/'(^2))-
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Hence, G ^2(/'("l)'/'(^2))-
Now, £3 = and ' So, since /' : V3 —+ V2 is (£Q,£2)-consistent, 
/' : V3 —» V2 is (£g, £2)c°"^sistent by Lemma 3.3.1. • 
COROLLARY 3.4.2 Let V = [W,W°,C,j)) be an AGD, and let Ai = (F i ,£ i )  
and A2 = (^2'^2) agreement graphs such that A2 satisfies T). Suppose that 
/ : V| —> V2 " (C\,C2)-consistent. Then for all i > 1, f is ("£^,£2^ -consistent 
a n d  c a n  b e  c o n s i s t e n t l y  e x t e n d e d  t o  ( w h e r e  T ) ^  ( . 4 ^ )  =  e a c h  i  > \ ) .  
Proof: 
Suppose f : Vi V2 is (£2, £2)-consistent. Then by Lemma 3.4.1 f : Vi —> V2 
is (£j ,£2) -consistent and can be consistently extended to . 
Assume that for some k > 1, f •. V\ —^V2 'is (£2 ,£2) -consistent and can be 
consistently extended to V^. Let /' : V2 be an (£^,£2) -consistent extension 
of /. By Lemma 3.4.1 (using the agreement graph ( A i )  in place of ), f  
is (£2 *^"^,£2) -consistent and can be consistently extended to ^ ^ . Let f" : 
^ —» ^2 be an (£2 ^ £2) -consistent extension of /'. The (£2 ^ ^£2) -
consistency of / follows from that of /' since /' is an extension of /, and /" is an 
(£2 ^ \£2) -consistent extension of /. 
By induction, / is (£2, £2) -consistent and can be consistently extended to 
for all i > 1. • 
Lemma 3.4.1 and Corollary 3.4.2 provide the basis for a method to determine 
whether one AGD implies another. Before describing the method, we give two 
propositions. Let Vi = and ©2 = ,£2) be AGDs. Let 
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and for i > 1, let 
Note that Ç Ç Ç — For 0 < i, let idj denote the identity mapping from 
the core of Dg to the node set of 
id,- : ^ V' 
such that id^ (iw) = w for all w G • Then idj : is (Zlg; )-consistent for 
each z, and we can consider the possible existence of an (£2, £^)-consistent extension 
of idj to 1^2-
PROPOSITION 3.4.3 If id^ : ^ has an (C21C})-consistent extension to 
W2 for some i > 0, then Vi |= î>2-
Proof: 
Assume that h : W2 —> is an (£2? £^)-consistent extension of id^ for some i > 
0. Let A = (V, £) be any agreement graph which satisfies Suppose / : —* V 
is an (£2) ^ )-consistent mapping. By Corollary 3.4.2, there exists g : V which 
is an (£^,£)-consistent extension of /. Let /' be the composition of h and g. Then 
/ ' : W2 —> F is (£2,£)-consistent. Also, for w € 
f  ( w )  =  g i h  { w ) )  =  g  ( i d ^  ( w ) )  =  g  { w )  =  f  { w ) ,  
so /' is an extension of /. Thus, A satisfies Dg, and X>j |= î>2- O 
If T>^ ^14^2 ) ^2) — (V°°,£°°) is finite and if n is the smallest natural number 
such that 1 ^2) ~ ^ then we define id°° to be the 
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identity mapping from the core of T>2 to the node set of i.e., 
id°° : _» yoo 
such that id°° { w )  = w for all w G ^V^-
PROPOSITION 3.4.4 I f  V f  { W ^ , C 2 )  =  i s  f i n i t e  a n d  \ d ° °  :  - >  
V°° cannot be (C2, )-consistently extended to W2, then |— 2)^ does not hold. 
Proof: 
If T>f ^^^2,^2) finite, then it is an agreement graph satisfying V-^. If id°^ : 
W^2 cannot be (£2» ^ °°)-consistently extended to then Vf , ^ 2) 
does not satisfy V2- Therefore, Vf ^1^2 ;^2) ^ counterexample to V-^ |= 2?2- ^ 
Our decision method for Pj |= X>2? (where Vi = and V2 = 
^2'^2)) given formally in Figure 3.8. The method consists of computing 
(^2'"^2) ~ for z = 0,1,2,..., until either 
1. idj : W2 —» can be (/I2, )-consistently extended to IVjg? or 
2. Dj ^M^2 , ^ 2) satisfies Dj. 
We define Pj (l^2''^2) - { V * , £ * )  to be either 
1. V^ ^14^2, ^2) the method reaches an answer when V^ has been 
computed, or 
2. the infinite agreement graph ^M^2 ,^2) the method does not reach an 
answer. 
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Decision method for |= î>2 • 
begin 
{v\C') := {w^,£2)i 
while does not satisfy Dj) 
and (id —» V* cannot be consistently extended to W2) do 
{V*,C*) := , 
î/(id : W 2  —> V *  can be consistently extended to W 2 )  t h e n  
return( true ) 
else 
return(false) 
end; 
Figure 3.8: AGD Implication Decision Method. 
Also, if the method converges, we define id* to be the identity mapping from the core 
of X>2 to the node set of 
By Propositions 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, we have: 
THEOREM 3.4.5 If the decision method given in Figure 3.8 returns true, then 
1= T)2- If it returns false, then T)^ |= Dg does not hold. • 
We now use our decision method to prove that the join dependency implication 
given in Example 2.3.6 of Chapter 2 is indeed valid. We simplify the presentation by 
using heuristic arguments in the following manner. Assume that j, 
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2^2 — (^2'^2'^2)' we wish to show that Vi |= 2?2- Instead of computing 
for i = 1,2,... until we reach k such that id^ : can be (/l2,^^)-consistently 
extended to W2, we only show that repeated applications of T>i to the core of Dg will 
produce nodes and edge labels that eventually allow the identity mapping idj^ to be 
extended to all of W2- In this way, without explicitly finding k and , ^ 2) ' 
we show that >^2) finite and id* : V* can be (/l2,^*)-consistently 
extended to PFg-
Example 3.4.6 Consider Example 2.3.6 of Chapter 2. (See Figure 2.3.6.) By 
Proposition 3.3.6, Lemma 3.1.2, and Lemma 3.1.3, the AGD Vi = 
pictured in Figure 3.9, is equivalent to |M[7^]|U.F. By Lemma 3.1.2, the AGD 
^2 — (^2'^2'^2)' pictured in Figure 3.10, is equivalent to M [,S]. Let = 
To show that X>j ,^12) contains nodes and edge labels such that id* : —» 
V* can be (ZIg 1 )-consistently extended to W2, we give a series of ELGs which are 
"partial pictures" of XJj ; ^ ^2) - Each picture is partial in the sense that it may 
show only a subset of V* and may have edge labels that are only subsets of the actual 
edge labels. Our first partial picture of shown in Figure 3.11 (a), is the 
core of I>2-
The core of can be (£j,£*)-consistently mapped into the ELG of Figure 3.11 
(a) (and therefore into T)^ (W^2>^2)) mapping Vj to uj, v'^ to ug) and all the 
other core nodes of Pj to any single core node of ^2- Hence, there must exist a 
node E V* such that F E £*(«2,2]) and £* (^2,^1 ) = By the transitivity of 
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Wl 
AE 
EF 
DF 
WQ 
CD 
BC 
AB 
W2 
BC 
Figure 3.9: AGD for JD and FDs of Decision Method Example. 
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BC 
AB CD 
Figure 3.10: AGD for Second JD of Decision Method Example. 
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l u i )  f (g) @ 
BF \  CE 
lui) (^2) 
CE BF 
B C D F  ABEF 
CE BF 
ABCDF ABEF 
Figure 3.11: Partial Pictures for Decision Method Example. 
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ABCE C D E F  
BF CE 
ABEF ABCDF 
AB C D E F  ABCE. 
CE BF 
A B E F  A B C D F  
Figure 3.12: More Partial Pictures for Decision Method Example. 
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£*, F Ç: C* (uj,u2). By a similar argument, mapping v'2 to U2 and v'^ to U3, etc., 
E E C* {u2,u^). Thus, we obtain the partial picture shown in 3.11 (b). 
It is easy to see that there is an (/Cj, £* )-consistent mapping from the core of 
Uj to the ELG of 3.11 (b) that maps iwj, W2 and wg to uj and maps 
and WQ to U2- Hence, there exists «4 6 F* such that ABEF Ç £*(«2,^4) and 
BCDF Ç £* This gives us the partial picture of Figure 3.11 (c). 
Now, Ug can be mapped to U2, «g to «4, and the other core nodes of to any 
single node in the ELG of of Figure 3.11 (c). Since this mapping is , £*)-consistent, 
there exists a node zg 6 V* such that A Ç. C* («2,22) U — C* («4,22)- By the 
transitivity of £*, .4 £ £* (^2,^4), and we have ABCDF Ç £* [u2,u^). As a result, 
we have the partial picture shown in 3.11 (d). 
It can now be verified that there is an (£2, £*)-consistent mapping from the core 
of Pj to F* that maps , iU2, wg and to U2 and maps wg, W4 and to 1/3. So, 
there exists U5 E V* with ABCE Ç £* {u2,u^) and CDEF Ç £* (%g,%g). We now 
have the partial picture shown in Figure 3.12 (a). 
Finally, by the transitivity of £* and the fact that AB is a subset of £* 
£* («4,1x2) and £* {u2,'u^), we have AB Ç £* and this gives us the partial 
picture of 3.12 (b). It is easy to see from this partial picture that the identity mapping 
id* : W2 —> V* can be extended to W2 by mapping uq, the noncore node of 7)2 to 
U5. By Proposition 3.4.3 Pj |= Dg, and so [%] | Uj^ |= M [<5]. • 
If the decision method presented above is restricted to operate on classes of AGDs 
for which it does terminate, it will have both high time and high space complexities. 
There may be many ways to map the core of an AGD Vi = ,£2) into the 
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core of the agreement graph and determining whether such a consistent 
mapping can be consistently extended to has a high time complexity. The number 
of nodes added to for an application of is proportional to the product 
of I Wi — I and the number of consistent mappings from the core of into 
{y*,C*^. Thus, our method is not practical as it stands. 
It appears, however, that the properties of AGDs presented in Section 3 can be 
used to make the decision method more efficient. In particular, we have reason to be­
lieve that redundant nodes can be eliminated during the computation of T>* ' ^ 2) -
It also seems likely that our decision method can be adapted to operate efficiently for 
particular classes of AGDs, Our current research includes efforts to improve the ef­
ficiency of the AGD implication decision method and to find interesting classes of 
AGDs with tractable implication problems. 
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4 SUMMARY 
It is âhown in Chapter 2 that the restricted join dependency implication problem 
can be decided in polynomial time. This is an interesting result both because of 
its implications for query optimization and because the unrestricted problem is NP-
complete. (In fact, the technique used by Maier, Sagiv and Yannakakis in [25] can be 
extended to show that the problem remains NP-complete even if S is required to be a 
subset of TZ.) Thus, requiring that a set of functional dependencies be embedded has 
a profound effect (assuming that P ^ NP) on the complexity of the decision problem. 
Our results were made possible by the use of agreement graphs and agreement 
mappings. We have found these structures to be extremely useful for analyzing the 
combinatorial structure of the join dependency implication problem. They have pro­
vided insights into the problem beyond those provided by tableau representations of 
the join dependencies, and we believe they will continue to prove their utility in future 
research. There is, of course, a close correspondence between agreement graphs and 
tableaus and between agreement mappings and applications of J-rules to a tableaus. 
(Tableaus and J-rules are defined in [24].) In fact, we could have defined the agree­
ment graph T* using chase^ However, since none of the arguments for 
our main result involve tableaus, we have defined agreement graphs directly, as an ex­
tension of hypergraphs and complete intersection graphs, thereby avoiding the extra 
level of complexity in the definitions of tableaus and the chase algorithm. 
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The definitions of agreement graph and agreement mapping given in Chapter 
2 open several avenues for future research. Among the problems that remain to be 
explored are the following: 
1. Although the restricted join dependency implication problem has been shown 
to be decidable in polynomial time, it remains to develop a practical algorithm 
for doing so. 
2. The query optimization problem of the introduction assumes that S is known. 
Is it possible to efficiently choose a "small" S so that [7^] j Uf |= W [5] 
holds? Can this be done even if T is not embedded in TZl 
3. Suppose the set T of functional dependencies is embedded in S but not Tl. Is 
the implication problem [R,\ j VJT |— ^ [5] decidable in polynomial time? 
Is it NP-complete? 
Chapter 3 presents agreement graph dependencies (AGDs) and explores some of 
their properties. It is shown that AGDs are equivalent to Fagin's embedded implica-
tional dependencies (EIDs) [12]. AGDs offer a graphic approach to representing data 
dependencies and may offer new insight into dependency implication. A method is 
given for determining whether Pj |= î>2) where T>i and 2?2 &re given AGDs. The 
method cannot be an algorithm since the implication problem for EIDs, and hence for 
AGDs, is undecidable. Even if the method does converge to an answer, it requires, in 
general, unacceptably large amounts of time and space. Our current research includes 
efforts to improve the efficiency of the AGD implication decision method and to find 
classes of AGDs for which the method is practical. 
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Agreement graph dependencies present a number of interesting problems for fu­
ture research. A number of these are listed below. 
1. The AGD implication decision problem is undecidable, and, in fact, is not even 
recursively enumerable. Hence, there must exist AGDs Dj and 1^2 such that 
Vi 1= P2 3.nd the given decision method fails to converge. Find an example 
of such a pair of AGDs. This may lend insight into AGD implication problems 
and may suggest more powerful decision methods. 
2. A set of AGDs can be obtained from a given AGD X> = by par­
titioning the noncore nodes of V into connected components and taking each 
connected component along with the core of 2? to be a new AGD. Is the set of 
AGDs formed in this manner equivalent to T>1 If so, can such a set of AGDs be 
used instead of V to make the AGD implication decision method more efficient? 
3. Are there interesting classes of AGDs for which the given decision method con­
verges or converges in polynomial time? 
4. It is unknown whether the implication decision problems for multivalued depen­
dencies and for embedded join dependencies are decidable. ADG representations 
of these dependencies may provide insight into these problems. 
5. Suppose that some attributes are assumed to have finite domains. How is the 
AGD implication decision problem affected? 
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